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College§ 
By David Gaede 
It's happening everywhere. 
After a decade of relaxing ad-
missions standards and rampant 
grade inflation, some 27 state 
systems have or are about to 
toughen their admissions stan-
dards, according to a recent 
report by the National 
Association of Secondary 
School Principals. 
In other words, college is get-
ting tougher to get into, and 
harder to stay once you've been 
accepted. 
"The standards are there to 
make sure this is a quality in-
stitution with quality 
graduates," explains John Brit-
ton, spoke for UDC, which now 
discards students who can't 
maintain a "C" average. 
The effects of the changes are 
spreading throughout American 
education. 
Minority ways there is 
already a significant shift in 
minority enrollment to com-
munity colleges. Minority 
By Doug Lippincott 
Nationwide 
enrollmentiitcolleges of all types 
has held steady at 13 percent 
since 1977, compared to 13.8 
percent in 1976, according to 
the U.S. Census Bureau. Ob-
servers also cite unemployment 
and the cuts in federal student 
aid programs as reasons for the 
more recent declines in minority 
enrollments. But tougher ad-
missions standards haven't ad-
versely affected minority 
enrollment at many schoO'I s. 
Tougher standards- have 
"lowered our freshmen 
enrollment this year, but at the 
same time we've also noted an 
increase in the percentage of 
minorities enrolled," reports 
Michael Barron, assistant ad-
missions director at the Univer-
sity of Texas. 
The University of Florida, 
among other schools, reports a 
similar phenomenon, and UDC 
remains 85 percent black. 
The demand for tougher ad-
missions seems strong enough 
tinue the research Gerrit and I 
have been doing to measure the 
Ithaca .College has received carbon isotope effects 
an $18,800 grant from the associated with 
National Science Foundation dehydrohalogenation reac-
(NSF) to suppor.t a cooperative tions." 
research project between the According to Koch, Diame 
College and the Gorlaeus Rapp, a senior chemistry major 
Laboratories in Leiden, the from Greene, and Andrew. 
Netherlands. Koch, a junior chemistry major 
Under the gran, Ithaca from Ithaca, will work in Lod-
College Professor of Chemistry der's la~oratory in the 
Heinz Koch and Gerrit Lodder Netherlands for 10 weeks next 
of the radiochemistry lab at summer. 
Gorlaeus Laboratories will 
"It is an excellent oppor-
study proton transfer reactions tunity for our students to con-
from carbon to oxygen and duct research in another 
oxygen to carbon. laboratory and to experience life 
The project is jointly suppor- in another culture," Koch says. 
ted by Gorlaeus and an NSF _ Additional Ithaca College 
·program designed to encourage students ·wm work at the 
cooperation amc;mg scientists ¼Gorlaeus lab in the summers 
for Scandinavia, the Netherlan- of 1984and 1985. 
ds and the U.S The funds will Koch and Ladder, who met 
enable Koch and·Itpaca College at the University of California 
chemistry students to at Berkeley while leave from 
collaberate on research · with their respective institutions first 
Ladder and his students over a d" d h ' 1scusse t e idea of 
tw·o-and-a!half year period collaboratin~ on this research in 
getting 
to overcome such concerns tougher requirements. By 1986, 
anyways. California high school students 
"I think the greater concern will need more math, science 
with admissions standards is and foreign language credit~ to 
being dictated by a real-world get into state schools, for exam-
need for the kinds of people pie. Texas has raised its ACT 
colleges simply are not (American College Testing 
providing," says Dr. Frank Ber- exam) minimum to 27 from 19, 
tnett of the American Personnel and its SAT (Scholastic Ap-
and Guidance Association. titude Test) minimum to 1100 
"Many educators are concer- from 800. Kentucky will reain 
ned that schools aren't an "open admissions" school, 
preparing people well enough but will now exclude high 
for the high tech careers," he school applicants with sub-2.0 
adds. grade points of ACT scores un-
At the College Board's an- der I 1. 
nual meeting last month, "We're proposing changing 
educators accused state univer- our requirements from two 
sities of playing a "cruel trick" years of college prepatory cour-
on students by admitting them ses in high school to three 
without adequate preparation years," says Davis Windsor of 
for college-level courses. the University of Arizona. 
But most state systems were Many of the new standards, 
already acting. Oregon, Ohio, in fact, include four-year 
Nebraska, Delaware, Missouri, schools simply getting rid of ex-
Maryland, Kentuky, Arizona pensive remedial courses. 
and Idaho, among many others, "In the 1970s, remedial work 
are weighing and installing . was more _ volunta~y and 
provided as an added service to 
students at four-year schools," 
says Jeffrey Lukenbill, 
academic affairs dean at Miami-
Dade Community College. 
Those days are gone, he says. 
At Arizona, for example, 
"Students who don't meet our 
requirenemts will have to enroll 
in one of our community 
colleges to get remedial help," 
Windsor says. 
But not all community 
College"i,iarewilling or able to 
provide remedial programs. 
Passaic County Community 
College and Essex County 
College, both in New Jersey, 
have barred students who can't 
read at eighth~grade levels from 
their remedial programs. 
Myers believes shifting the 
financial burden of remedial 
programs to smaller schools is 
wrong-headed. He favors 
tougher "exit qualifications, not 
entrance qualifications" as the 
best tool for education students 
better. 
Students9 Job Outlook 
IIs 6Bleak_ amid _ScarJ9 
Ithaca, NY (CPS)--"lt really 
looks bleak and scary," says 
Dawn Levine, a senior at Cor-
nell. "I live with six other girls, 
and our parents are always sen-
ding us articles" about how still 
the job Qlarket is these days. 
All of them-Levine, her 
roommates, their parents--
aren't moaning without cause. 
This year's college grads are 
chasing the t~west job propsects 
any college ;lass has had for 
decades, a variety of observers 
say. 
There will be fewer jobs this 
y~ than last for engineering, 
business and liberal arts grads, 
according to the College 
Placement Council (CPC(, A 
TRADE GROUP OF CAM-
PUS EMPLOYMENT COUN-
SELORS. 
Michigan State's annual sur-
vey of some 600 employers 
found businesses will probably 
hire 17 percent fewer grads than 
they did last year. 
And while they say they'll be 
paying the average new em-
ployee 2.8 percent more than 
they gave those from the Class 
of '82, "the real dollars earned 
by the Class of '83 will be Jes~ 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
What are you hoping to 
find under the Christmas 
Photo By Marc Fitzsimmons tree~ 
J.B.Rauch 
'85, Religion/Bowling minor 
'Afake!.D. 
Denise Drew 
'85, Psychology of Busin~ 
'One hundred pounds of peanut 
M&M's.' 
Leslie Sieger 
'85, Exploratory 
'Something chocolate and a 
poster of Flounder. ' 
Pamela Crouchley 
'85, Exploratory 
Lynn Kelly 
'85,TV-R 
'A new pink sweater for Linda 
Ricci and a real pair of sneakers 
for Bruce Dew. ' 
Linda Ricci 
'85, TV-R 
Don Gren 
'85,Cinema 
'The questions on my History 
final.' 
Mary Ganey 
'85,Gippe 
'New clothes from the Salvation 
Army.' 
Steve Long 
'A reprint of Lei's picture of 
Flounder.' 
'84, Politics/Philosophy 
'I want to find myself. ' 
Ken Elkins 
'85, Politics 
Steve Kohanek 
'86,Exploratory 
'My living room carpet.' 'Asix pack of beer and a ride home.' 
Have II question for the Ithacan 
Inquirer? Let us know! Send It to the 
ldw:an In care of the photo editor. 
Thamgongl 
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At the end of every semester one begins to think of the coming 
semester and the feeling of starting fresh and anew. THE 
ITHACAN is experiencing that same feeling right now. It is im-
at this moment THE ITHACAN would like to extend a fairwell 
· to our outgoing Editor-In-Chief, Leslie May. Leslie is leaving 
IC to study at the London Center this Spring. As Editor-In-
Chief Leslie has done a great job. She assumed the Editorship 
under some unfavorable conditions. She started the paper for 
the Fall semester and produced some excellent editions. THE 
ITHACAN wishes her much luck and succes in London next 
semester. 
Being an independant college newspaper has been a mixed ex-
perience for THE ITHACAN.In one respect students are 
provided with a real life experience of running- and working 
within an organization.Conversely it has also been a bad ex-
perience.For THE ITHACAN has always foun,d a need for 
more people to work on its staff.Next semester is no exception, 
five of our staff members are either graduating, going to Lon-
don or moving up a position. This in tum will leave THE 
ITHACAN with a severe people shortage. Therefore The 
following positions will be open for next semester:Managing 
Editor, News Editor, Assistant News Editor, Layout Editor, 
Production Manager and Copy Editor. In addition more repor-
ters will be needed for· News, South Hill and Sports sections. 
THE ITHACAN wili accept applicants for the mentioned 
positions begining December 9, 1982 through January 27, 1983. 
Another aspect to THE ITHACAN'S problem is that for the 
third year(second year in a row) a new person has filled the 
Editor-In-Chief position half way through the school year. This 
may be good for giving more people a chance at being Editor-In-
Chief, but for THE ITHACAN is has not helped it's 
organizational consistency. 
Presently THE ITHACAN is under study by the Student 
Covemmetnt to recommend some course of action of affiliation 
for THE ITHACAN to take. As the next Editor-In-Chief it is 
my hope to lay down some of the new arrangements and direc-
tions THE ITHACAN will work towards. 
Telephone 
roundec1, 19:57 
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The ITHACA 'J 1& s. student newspaper published lndopendontly by the atuelonta or Ithaca 
College. Itha·:d NY It la publlahoel 22 ttmes per academic year on a weekly basis and la 
d1str1buted without charge around tho Ithaca College campus every Thursday afternoon 
As a public service, The ITHACAN wlll print ,..,levan°L ovenlB of Interest to the students or 
Ithaca College In Its Announcomonta section without ..:harge 'It Is aeked that these massages 
be se11t through lntorcampua mall or to tho adC11'Cr , above anel recelveel by tho eelltor In chler 
before 5 00 Monday Deacrtptlons or events may also be received In Tho ITHACAN Reaponoo 
Box lo.,""',$ed by the chock··caahlng window or the Egbert Union 
Personals are also published without charge as long as tt,~y art> rnct>1ved by 5 00 tho Monday 
before pu bhct.t1on 
'l'ho ITHACAN also encourages stuelent Input ror story suggestions and, or subrn1Bs1ons 
Offices are· located In the Basement or I;a_ndon Hall. Ilorm 6, Ithaca College Phone (6071 
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December 9, f982 IHEHHAl:AN .,,J 
Student Evaluatiomi§ 
Determnne the Quality of 1ErllucatioJI11 
To the Editor 
Does everyone realize the im-
portance of the teacher 
evaluations, administered each 
semester? Does everyone 
realize and understand the 
seriousness with which they 
should be taken? I would tend 
to think that the professors, 
_themselves, realize the impor-
tance and seriousness of such 
evaluations, yet I -somewhat 
doubt that most students do. 
In the School of Business, 
teacher evaluation (from 
students) are the major deter-
mining factor in a teacher's 
tenure decisio n. Other factors, 
helping to determine the tenure 
decision include: evaluations of 
the tenure candidate from other 
professors ("peer evaluation"), 
the candidate's service/con-
tributions to Ithaca College, 
and the candidate's outside 
research. However, it should be 
noted, again, thal the teacher 
'evaluations (from students) far 
Outweigh these other factors. 
Brains 
.. To the Editor, 
I don't know about you but 
whenever I tell someone that I 
attend Ithaca College, the usual 
response is: "lsn 't that near 
Cornell, Wow you can probably 
meet some really intelligent 
Cornell men around there, 
huh?" 
Why, I wonder, can't I.C.'s 
academic reputation hold its 
own without constant reference 
to Cornell's excellency? Not 
only is the response an insult to 
the men at Ithaca College, but it 
also reveals sheer ignorance on 
the part of the speaker. Women 
at J.C. need Cornell men to bet-
ter themselves intellectually?-
Bah Humbug! 
It is an unfortunate ruiS<.·on-
ception that Cornell womt.11 a;e 
smart and J.C. women ar~ just 
pretty and merely have been put 
on this · earth (or campus) to 
"capture" Cornell ·men. · Sure, 
its probably a fact that Ithaca 
College has ninety-nine percent 
more attractive women tha_n 
Cornell University, but it sure is 
degrading when Bob, the guy 
we are dating from our stats 
class gets help with his stats 
homework from a girl he knows 
at Cornell. O.K., maybe you're 
not jealous (let's say she is a 
head taller than him and wears 
purple contacts and you know 
he hates the color purple) but all 
by Paula Mroz 
Recently, I learned of a 
professor who was not granted 
tenure. Learning of this 
decision upset me very much. lt 
upset me even more as I realized 
through the course of ·I ½ years, 
he hasn't been just a professor. 
He has been a friend, "advisor·: 
and an "equal". I thought, 
"What other professor do I 
consult with, confide in, and 
joke with? The answer'? Not 
many-and that's not because I 
haven't tried. 
Question: How many 
professors say the y have an 
open door policy and that key 
is available during their office 
hours? Answer: Almost all. 
Question: How many profesors 
actually abide by that policy? 
Answer: Not many-and this 
professor is one who does. 
Moreover, if he can't talk with a 
student (even though his open 
door signailed otherwise), he'll 
be ready to schedule a mutually 
acceptable time. 
Why am I writing in defense 
of this professor/friend? Fur-
ther, why should I care whether 
this professor continues to teach 
at Ithaca College since I, 
myself, won't be here next year? 
First. regardless of my presence 
or absence from Ithaca College, 
the fact remains that this 
professor is interesting, effectif-
ve, challenging, and concerned 
for his students. Secondly, 
teaching has been his chosen 
career. and I would sympathize 
with most anyone who has lost 
hi, opportunity to perform in 
his chosen field. Equally so, 
what happens to his other 
family members? Their lives 
and well-being are affected by 
the outcome of this decision as 
well. 
Students should consider the 
implications of these- teacher 
evaluations. If a student 
honestly and truly feels a 
professor is not "up to par", by 
all means that student's 
Behind Beauty 
this time you thought he 
thought you knew your stats. 
You could have sworn that he 
saw that 'A' that you waved in 
his face when you got your test 
back. Still, he trusts the in-
telligence oft he "purple-people-
eater" from Cornell. 
As for the men at Cornell, 
why does everybody think they 
are so smart? One girl at J.C. 
told me that she went on a date 
with a guy from Cornell once 
and he said to her after what she 
thought to be a satisfying con-
versation: "Boy, !his is great-
I'd much rather go on a date 
with a girl from· J.C.- Cornell 
girls are so .... so intellectual." 
Talk about left-handed com-
pliments ... People may think 
Cornell guys are smart but they 
certainly are not tactful. Whc.~ 
he probably didn't realize was 
that this girl had been studying 
and writing a thesis all day and 
she was just in no mood to con-
verse intellectually with this 
conceited and tactless Cornell 
man. 
The point is, that we J.C. 
women are probably just as in-
telligent, just as academically 
inclined- and just as motivated 
as Cornell women. But with 
Cornell's reputation, we are not 
given a chance to shine. Have 
you ever stopped to think about 
how many women are still in the 
J.C. 'brary at closing time? 
Have you ever thought about 
how many females graduate 
from Ithaca College with Sum-
ma Cum Laude? Or how many 
female T.A.'s, L.A.'s and 
P .A.'s there are at I.C.? ... I 
bet you haven't. 
I.C. women, I urge you to 
join me in letting the misinfor-
med publi..: know of our 
capabilities and potentials. 
Keep studying hard speaking up 
in class, running for Student 
Government office and pushing 
toward yot!r career goals. 
Don't feel a~hamed or em-
barassed if you 're seen out at 
Pitchers or hanging out in front 
of the Union, dther. You know 
how smart you are. I know we 
can gain more respect. We just 
have to combat the competition 
and ignore the ignorance. 
So, next time you're some 
place like the Roscoe Diner, 
don't be surprised if you 
overhear a conversation that 
goes something like this: "You 
go to Cornell, Wow you can 
probably meet some realiy in-
tellingent I.C. women around 
there, huh? 
Dori Kaplan 
Psychology '84 
~.0.R.E. will happily assist ip 
supplying informati~n. Stop by 
the C.O.R E.• office/E.U. of-
fice o~ look for displays in the 
Buffer Lounge. 
An Ithacan mistake oci.:ured in our last 
issue. The picture accompanying the 
"Take a C.O.R.E. Adventure" article 
was taken by Kate Morrison. The 
people pictured were Mark Caniuaro, 
evaluation should reflect such a 
view. However, al L,,other 
students should consider the 
following: (I) don't take the 
frustration (of being busy and 
frantic with exams, papers, and 
projpcts) out on the professor, 
he/she is busy too, (2) don't 
evaluate the professor on the 
bac;is that you failed his/her 
exam, instead, be even more 
sure of your objectivity, and (3) 
don't take the evaluation 
p.-ocess lightly--because the 
results are very serious. 
Yet and ·still, the "blame" 
should not be directed toward 
the students, solely, maybe the 
Administration ought to be 
more concerned in the tenure 
decision process as well. If the 
teacher evaluation (fror 
students) are weighted s 
heavily, the Administratio 
should also consider the above 
implications. Considering the 
potential implicaition, why not 
les<:en rhe weight given t~ the 
teacner evaluauons (from 
students)? Why not weight the 
other factors equally with the 
teacher evaluations (from 
studenb)? Equally so, why not 
ha\"e students assume respon-
sibility for their answers and 
comments, by signing their 
name to the evaluations? (In 
the event that stuaent signatures 
be required, teachers would not 
have acces to · the completed 
evaluations until after semester 
g rades have been submitted to 
the registrar.) Here, the feeling 
would be, if a student is truly in 
conflict with a professor, he/she 
should support his 
/her view--enough to sign 
his/her name to the evaluation. 
By doing this, maybe more 
students would come to realize 
and understand the importance 
and seriousness of teacher 
evaluation 
The Doorn A1re 
· §till Opefill 
To The Editor· 
As we pass the midpoint of 
the fall semester I find that there 
are still many opportunities 
present for those interested in 
getting involved in Student 
Government Association. As 
the Director of Personnel and 
Recruitmem, my main objective 
is to fill the vacancies that occur 
in Student Congress, Ad-Hoc 
Committees and All-College 
Committees. Although many 
of these positions are filled, 
openings still exist. 
The Doors are still open so 
come get involved and gain ex-
periences that will remain with 
you for the rest of your life. 
Student Government is giving 
you the opportunity to expand 
your horizons and strengthen 
your leadership skills, as well as 
meeting new friends. No rnatter 
what your major is, or what 
your professional goals are, in-
volvement in Student Gover-
nment can be a valuable ex-
penence. Why not get involved 
in an organization that directly 
effects you and your peers. By 
p~ticipating, you are not only 
taking an active part in your 
present, but you are investing in 
your future. 
The opportunities presented 
to you are endless. Grab the cat 
by the tail and get involved! I 
urge you to come up to ·my of-
fice hours in the Student 
'Government Office (3rd floor 
Union) any M, W, F from 3:00-
4:00, where I will be happy to 
answer any questions you might 
have. If you can't make it to 
my hours just call the office and 
leave your name and number 
and I will get in touch with you. 
It's just one "Easy Step" thru 
the "Open Door" but 
Hurry, Don't let the Cold in! 
· Sincerely, 
Lesley Levenson 
Director of Personnel and 
Recruitment 
The ITHAf :AN iH proud to be able to publiah COffel!pondence 
form the t"ollege - community that accurately reflects the 
viewpoint of individualo and/or campus organizations. 
However, we rei1p«t our responsibilitv to provide only 
legitimate letters with public forum. 
BttauKe of this, the ITHACAN requires the following format 
,for 1.-tte,l'II 11ubmitted for publication: 
·). Name, major en~ year of graduation. "Will be withheld 
upon request. 
2:· Phone number and address. 
3. Typed neatly 41nd no longer than tw~ typewritten pages. 
4. Spelling eorrected. (We will not do it for the author., 
Correspondence may be sent through intercampus mail J_o 
- · the ITHACAN, Basement · of Landon H~ .. · Off~~mpos 
correspondent& may write us at THE ITHAC~~ '.Base~, ~f 
Landon Hall, lthaea -College, Ithaca~ NY -1~.- All letie~ 
must be ~lved by 5:00 p.~. M~day afternoon . 
The Center for Outdoor fishing, and other activities in 
Recreational Experiences spon- the Finger Lakes region, were 
sored C.O.R.E. Day, a full day available, as well as the chance 
of outdoor related resources to view films about climbing, 
available to the LC. com- white water canoeing and winter 
munity, on Friday, December survival. If by chance you 
3rd: Free brochures and infor- missed the opportunity to 
mation regarding biking, discover the recreational 
hiking, camping, skiing, possibilities in the region, 
Pe1er Arnold, and Ji_m Mckinley. .', . r r , . · 
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To The Editor, 
In the past few wccb, we 
have noticed a very disturbing 
injw,tice to the Ithaca College 
community and people of the 
Ithaca area. This injustice is the 
num erous · fabc fire alarms 
that our campus has experien-
ced. We feel thi~ i~ an injustice 
for many reasorn,. The most 
important reason is that it take~ 
away the seriousne~s of a real 
tire alarm. When the alarm 
goes off, many people who have 
experienced numerous false 
alnrms might not take the re.ti 
To the Editor 
After reading, "Rise on 
Drinking Age Nears" by Chris 
Rutken, I realized the rise of the 
drinking age is coming upon us 
soon. Naturally, being 18 years 
of age I am not happy with this 
law. Having thought about the 
matter · I have realized there is 
nothing I can do to change it 
and have come to accept it. 
I appreciate the Residential 
Life office trying to provide 
non-alcoholic activities is Bill 
Perkins, Assistant Director of 
Operations of Residential Life, 
stating that the 18 year olds are 
treated now. I feel that evc:1 
alarm seriow,ly. A fabe fire 
alarm also takes away the 
limited fire fighting equipment 
from the rest of the community. 
Another problem with false fire 
alarms is that the volunteer f"ire 
department of Ithaca might not 
take the alarms seriously when 
they arc reported. The volun-
teer~ ,night begin to believe that 
every alarm is false and, in turn, 
when a real fire'docs occur, they 
will not come to our aid. This 
puts the Ithaca College com-
munity in great danger. 
In addition, it i~ a !!feat an-
-
though New York State is 
taking, away our drinking 
priviledge we still deserve the 
decency of being treated like 18 
year olds. If I am still eligible to 
serve my country in time of war, 
or vote on who I want to run -the 
Government, I deserve the right 
to be treated like an adult. I feel 
when I graduated high school I 
left my immature days of 17. I 
feel that I have progressed to a 
mature and capable adult. 
Treating the freshman like 
children will only make matters 
worse. 
I realize that Ithaca College 
must abide by the laws of New 
noyance to the people in the 
building to have to stop what 
they are doing and go outside. 
We understand that it gives 
many people pleasure to pull 
down little bars, but may we 
seriously suggeslothat one take a 
second thought and realize how 
it will affect people around the 
false alarm. Practical jokes can 
be considered fun, but they are 
not fun when it put~ someone in 
·danger. 
Sincerely, 
Steven Ballin, '86 
.lame~ Koretl. '86 
York State. I also understand I 
will have to wait till my I 9th bir-
thday to legally drink again. I 
do not understand why I will be 
outcasted from many college ac-
tivities JUSt because I am not old 
enough to drink. There are 
ways of keeping freshman part 
of this college without them 
drinking. 
drinking. Bill Perkins probably 
did not mean for his statement 
to come across as it did. In the 
future he should think twice 
before making such statements. 
We all have to work together 
and try and make the best of it. 
Frank Daleo 
86-Exploratory 
Harvard Model 
U N·!,., 0 'r: 0 
Student Government is looking 
for applicants to attend the 
model United Nations in 
.. 
Boston 9 MA on February 17-20 
You will be representing Ithaca 
Collegeo Kf interested9 ·stop 
by the Stud·ent Government 
Office (3rd floor Egbert Union) 
to pick up an applicationo 
ACT NOW 
December 9, 198~. 
_ .. ,. 
Sharnn Farber lighting a candle to commcratc Hanukah 
by Ellen Tannenbaum 
Hanukah, thde-stival of 
lights, will be celebrated by Jew~ 
all over the world beginning at 
sunset on December 10th. The 
joyous holiday continues for 
eight days, commemorating the 
faith and the trust of Jews year~ 
ago. When the Maccabees 
returned to the Second Temple, 
they found it defiled by the 
Greeks. After cleansing the 
temple, they realized they only 
had enough oil to complete the 
daily ritual of lighting the tC'm-
ple menorah, for one day. Due 
to the strength of their faith, the 
oil continued to burn for eight 
days. ~ 
Originally, people placed 
hanukiahs (traditional can-
delabras holding nine candles, 
one or which light~ the other 
eight) in their windows to show 
their pride as Jews. Today the 
lit ornament is put on view as 
that all who pa'>~ will benefit 
from it~ beauty. An additional 
candle is lit each night by the 
"head" candle which sits above 
the rest; they are kindled 
methodically from the most 
recent to the last candle. When 
they are lit, it is considered a 
mitzvah (good deed) to stay 
with them, enjoying their light. 
continued on p. 16 
c:rbe · 
EAritler$ 
ll59 Dryden R.g. 273·9725 
!Every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday ... 
'FreslP&ff ood 8pecia1s 
Haddock (695 
Bluefish . 6g;; 
Filet of Sole 
Sea Scallops 
Fishermans Platter 
Dinners include homemade chowder or 
salad, potato or rice plus a vegetable and 
bread. 
···and after 9 pm ··· 
~·~~ Ufiit,.'BaJt 
v;;:J~ boiled fat 
OYSTERS SHRIMP 
on the½ shell CLAMS 35ft 
45rl ori the ½ shell 
"" or steamed 
25¢ 
j 
' 
,I 
~-
., 
. i, 
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Jazz· 
By· Chris Palmer 
As the idea of music 
television flourishes on cable. 
here at WlCB-TV channel 13. 
the concept has been implemen-
ted. Every Sunday night at 
10:30, the show Jazz Session'> i" 
aired. It is also simulca,t on 
WlCB-FM 92 during the jaa 
show Expansions. If you mi~" 
the Sunday night tv program, 
Jazz Sessions is rebroadca'>I 
each Wednesday evening at 
8:00. 
The program i~ a new en-
deavor started thb seme~tcr by 
student~. It ·s ba,ic format 
focuses on playing jaa mmic. 
The hou,e h:rnd i~ inmcd hv 
By Richard Butler 
Begun in 1963, the Catholic 
community of Ithaca College 
is based in Muller Chapel and 
focuses on Faith in the· 
Catholic tradition. It serves 
not only as a provider of 
weekly Masses, but also as a 
growing and learning ex-
perience for the students' tran-
sition from the role of an 
adolescent to that of an adult 
in the Catholic community. 
Students are invited to 
become a . part of the com-
m unity in any way they wish; 
guest artists and rnm:cnlrate, 
each week on playing from dif-
ferent jazz eras. 
During the half hour' ,how 
the host, Matt Papi,h, a ~cnior 
corporate-organi1ational met.ha 
major does a three minute in-
terview with the featured arti,t 
of the week. This provide~ the 
viewer with ba~ic information 
on the. particular type of jau 
being performed. 
The three forces behind the 
show arc Marty Ashby, mu<;ical 
director of the program, Dan -
Goldemen, producer, and 
Russell Berman, director. The 
idea of broadcasting a jazz 
<;how originated after it wa, 
helping with the distribution 
of communion, lectoring, 
baking the eucharistic bread, 
joining the Parish Council, 
hosting a dorm mass, being 
musically involved, or par-
ticipating in any of the other 
activities. 
Liturgical offerings include 
different types of Mass-from a 
casual, informal service to the 
more standard parish-like 
mass, morning and evening 
prayer, periodic communal 
penance services, and special 
·holy day services. Off-campu~ 
di,covered that Ba'>in Street, ~ 
mu,ical program aired on 
WICB-TV last year, would not 
be returning. "Since the oppor-
tunity to schedule good jaZ? 
mu,icians was available to LI'>, 
we· <;aw the potential to put 
together a good jazz program," 
explains Goldemen. The con-
nectiom. to good musicians arc 
provided b~' Ashby, a senior 
mu<;ic major with an emphasi~ 
in jaa studie~. Ashby has been 
in the mw,ic businc'>~ '>incc the 
age of eight and has contacb wit 
many artish in the music world, 
therefore enal.,ling him -to 
schedule talented arti~h each 
week 
retreats are offered t~ice a 
year. This fall's was a Mt. 
Savior Monastery in Elmira, 
NY. The community sponsors 
a foster child in Bolivia as part 
of the human development 
program, participates in inter-
faith activities, and offers in-
dividual counseling and 
discussion. 
The social life of the com-
munity includes picnics, after-
mass socials, a Christmas par-
ry, Easter break fast, and a 
variety of other get togethers. 
The chaplains of Ithaca 
'4B#i#i?§ffi4iio.fei ££f.,.effi''Gi#S4 '?iM:%: 1[· : ~; •• • ·,z. '§ i' ;• •:c' · · Pt\ ,ff# ?i ·:i · 1 'k#,. ·' #i 1 °\ (' · .,,... \£1 '( /• I ( J I,, : ... t fl:,, 
Used Books 
lif you are interested in buying and 
selling your used books, look for a 
table in the Union when we return 
from Winter Break. Student 
Government is organizing a booklet 
that will contain used book listings 
with phone numbers of those 
people wishing to sell their bookso 
. This booklet will be made available 
late in the first week backo 
• f • .. J' I 
.; ., • • 4 I • • • • • • • • • • • • . '. -..... :' ... ~ ....... ·· ... __ . 
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The succes~ of the program. detail j<; needed in both ,ound 
can be attributed to the fact that and photography," explain~ 
the music doe, not only forn'i Goldemen. Elements that need 
on serious jazz hut abo ha, . 
popular overtone,. Up until 
now the program.., have featured 
Be-Bop standard~. Latin jau, 
jazz performed in a cla-;.<.ical 
vein, and fusion jau. Ai,o, 
<;ome weeks the show will be a 
variation of the house band 
which is comprised of both 
Ithaca College student'> and 
local arti~ts. 
careful planning lighting, 
camera movement and ,ound 
quality. "The crew has been ex-
tremely helpful and the quality 
of the program improve, with 
each taping," added Goldemen. 
The program had the u~ual 
problems that had to be O\er-
come. "A mmic show i ... uif-
fcrcnt from a new'> or enter-
tainmcm program in that more 
Not only i<; the program en-
joyed by viewers, but I he 
musiciam al<;o get plea'>ure 
from playing together. A,hby 
cites the fact of mu~ical arfr.,1, 
coming together to pla~ mu,tc 
as being a fulfilling experience 
enjoyed by all. 
College's Catholic community 
are Father Tom Streb and Ms. 
Susan Roll, who both are 
regularly available to talk to 
students, help with studies in 
religion or ethics, administer 
penance, dis-cuss Catholicism, 
marriage, or· any college or 
church related questions. 
are encouraged to make the 
faith a part of their lives by 
giving a little of their skills and 
talents and involving them-
selves in any way they can. 
This Catholic community 
exists for and because of the 
students involved. No one is 
required to participate but all 
~fJr:; • :,,.J"".,('7 I.,.,, _, ,, t;;.,, "~ •• " i;:.·~ •' 
HICKEY'S 
Music §tore 13 as'"' ets 
new location 
115 The Commons 
over Logos the iron shop Bookstore 
on the commons 
(in The Emporium) 272-5101 
,,-. '• .. . ' 
~ ~In~-?.~~~~ ~~  ,~ ~~ 
Our Customers Always 
Have a Merry Christmas ... 
(J O Baskets, Baskets, Baskets - for plants, picnics ... anything! 0 Candles - tapers, novelties, votives ~ ° Chinese cork carvlngs 
· ~ ° Fine dinnerware & serving pieces by 
\ Denby, Fitz & Floyd. International China 
"'-. Louisville Stoneware, Sigma, nenshen, ' 
Trend Pacific & Portmefrlon's Botanic 
' 
Garden. Birds of Britain & Pomona. 
° Fine stemware by Sasaki o Glass 
paperweights. ~ ~ 0 Hanging stoneware 
- · aquariums 
0 Holiday gift wrap, 
tree ornaments. 
0 Ribbons o Mugs 
0 Music boxes O Oil 
~ lamps 
• Oriental teasets 
,-~ 
.~ 
I~ 
,; 
~ 
~;. 
I 
f 
~ 
~ 
0 Linen placemats, -.. - ~-
tablecloths. · 1ff 
ti. 0 Paper party nap- , .. -J Ja' 
V kins • Picture frames _. ~ 
0 Piggy banks O Pillows. 
1 
•• • _ ~~ 
~. ,,.° Wicker & Rattan- - -
7 cocktail & dining tables, chairs, etageres, ~ roclters, hampers, headboards, lamps, magazine racks, mirrors. , ~ 0 Straw Rugs O Silk Flowers o Vases , .. ' :,,, for your flower loving friends · · · ... ~ • Wall H~gs O Wind Chimes o Wood ~ Handled Silverware . 
• Bird feeders 
AND OF COURSE ... Bonsai Orchids & 
Tropical Greenery • Poinsettias • Paper-
whites & Amaryllis • Holly • Mistletoe & 
Wreaths • Exquisite Floral Arrangements 
THE /--~ 
PLAl\TTA'DOM c;: A 114IthacaCommons·• 273-7281 ~--"'' 
~•Sat. I~\ Sun.~~-: 
'-~~"'~~~f,,. 1°1 I 
6 T 
Ithacan Scene 
by Marc Albert 
.. 
WINA 
$30 gift certifiicait~ 
if «Dr dimnnHe Ir 
FOR TWO AT 
StPU: ·· R. -- BAC,· i·'.. K~ t1 • ~ ~ ! ' '- r ·~ ~ 
raE···sy· A-· .u .. ·RAN'T [n '. .;, ~ ' . ' El 
The rules are simple: 
1. Create a slogan about Ithaca College. All entries 
should reflect school spirit and pride, and must contain the 
words ulthaca College" (or IC). 
2. All entries must be accompanied by your name, phone 
number and address. 
3. Entries must be submitted by December 16, 1982 at 
5:00 pm. Turn all entries in to the Student Government 
secretary between 10am-5pm. 
4. Winners will be notified by January 20, 1983. 
5. All entries become property of Ithaca College Student 
Qovernment, I. C, S. G. receives the right to alter, modify, 
discard or publish any entries received. .. 
GOOD 1IJUCKi 
.. 4,,i _'!.HA~~ - ; ~ 
J 
, G ~ r- I~ 
u ·11·X~- ~E 
~·i ~- a 
N l,
1 
--~. E 
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Every Sunday night we feature 
the cuisine of a different 
Moosewood Restaurant 
, gourmet vegetarian 
fine international and original cuisine 
DeWitt Mall, Ithaca 27 3-9610 
-~-H. I MPUIN EDUCATIONAL CENTER TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
PREPARE IFOR: 
JL§A'Jf 
MCAT· 
GMAT 
636 W. STATE ST. 
'ITHACA, N.Y. 
277-3307 
CLASSES BEGIN: 
Jfanu. 29 
JFeb.6 
Feb.2 
Classes With SufficienfEnrollment 
---------------------------------------~ 
CA.LL TODAY FOR INFORMATION 
I 
,, 
r• 
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A1FTER DECEMBER 17, 
THI§ MAY BE THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN §EE THE WHOO 
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK PRESENTS THE WHO: THE FINAL CONCERT. 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY SCHLITZ-"THE TASTE THAT ROCKS AMERICA." 
Schlitz Beer brought The \VHO to 32 cities 
this year. And now, Campus Entertainment 
Network, with the support of Schlitz, brings 
you The \\'HO, live, December 17 for what 
may be the last time. 
CEN Colleges enjoy many u_nique entertain-
ment events like The \VHO presented live via 
satellite. You can share in this historic event 
with millions of WHO fans at CEN campuses 
and large screen concert video centers every-
where. 
A LIVE~ SATElLITE PRESENTATION 
FOR MORE INFORJ.'\lATION CONTACT YOUR STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD 
OR YOUR LOCAL ROCK RADIO STATION . 
. : ' ' 
' . \' ... 
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The lthacon's Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
f 
OperaD·uo: Exceptional or Acceptable?· 
The Bar Room IFloor Sweet Betsy 
by J. R. Robertson 
Yes, folks, there's something 
new under the spotlight at LC.: 
Opera. Directing the two one-
act American operas, Earl Mc-
Carroll of the theatre arts 
department and Richard Mon-
tgomery of the music school 
collaborate to bring us Henry 
Mollicone's The Face on the 
Barroom Floor and Mark Buc-
ci's Sweet ~tsy from Pik~ .. 
Seeing these two shows has 
reaffirmed my belief that a 
thorough knowledge of singing 
techniques is not enough to 
make good opera; a knowledge 
of acting is also necessary. In· 
my eyes, The Face on the 
Barroom Floor suffers because 
not enough of the performers 
are familiar with acting 
methods, while Sweet Betsy 
from Pike soars because the 
per(onners do know how to act. 
The Face on the Barroom· 
Floor is just exactly what it 
sounds like; it is the story of the 
origin of a face painted on a 
barroom.floor - in Teller House 
Bar, Central City, Colorado. 
The Monday, Thursday, Satur-
day cast (both shows have two 
casts) shows its inexperience on 
the stage. Lacking an under- what counts. Spencer, Mr. Shefsiek, and Mr. of the opera. Rebecca c. Carr 
standing of their motivations, The Tuesday, Wednesday, Keegan exce~ in this respect. plays Mme. Mimosa Singspiel _ 
this particular combination of Friday cast of The Face on the Mollicone's The Face on the a delightful, upper class ecc~n-
actor-singers tends to lapse into Baroom Floor uses four of the Barroom Floor is a melodic tric. Fitting the part to a tee and 
the grating unreality, of bad same actor-singers as the other opera, but its plot is altogether arousing DlUch laughter1 Miss melodrama. As the jealous cast, but in a different com- too predictable and too cliche. Carr pertorms hef ro e act-
bartender, Pasquale D. Rizzo, bination. This change helps the There are two parallel love mirably and leaves us wanting 
wanders about the stage, he show tremendously. Now triangles around which the more. Is sweet Betsy really all 
displays only the novel outer playing Isabelle, Rebecca Spen- opera centers, and the ending is that sweet? Jennifer Saunders 
signs of anger and desire, cer tones down her emotions mind-boggling in its simpleness. shows us a many-faceted Betsy, 
without feeling it inside. . and begins to relate to the other Because of the uninspited plot, who is sometimes innocent, 
Rebecca Spencer's Madeline, a characters in a believable way. the performers are not able to sometimes tough, sometimes a 
beautiful I 9th century saloon Tina Marie Trombley now plays shine as brightly as they might hussy, and always uproarious. 
singer, shows us overstated, Madeline, and Madeline otherwise. Possessed of a trimindous sinse 
general feelings of pain and becomes less melodramatic and The second show of the of timing and flair for comedy, 
anguish, which unfortunately, more real. David Shefseik's evening is Bucci's Sweet Betsy Miss Saunders confidently takes 
emphasize the opera's Matt and Terence Doherty's from Pike A delightful and the show into her iaands and 
melodramatic tone. Tina Marie Larry are also more credible. hilarious spoof on westerns, makes it hers. As Ike, Mitchell 
Trombley's Isabelle and David W. Edward Keegan is the bar- melodrama, and opera, this Kantor complements Miss 
Shefseik's Larry are not quite as tender in this cast and he brings fast-paced opera never ceases to Saunders beauti_fully with a 
overbearing, but they still tend clarity, not only to his part, but entertain. Travelling west in a down-to-earth characterization 
toward overstatement and their to the whole show. Now we see wagon in 1849, Betsy and her and soaring comedic energy. 
emotions are manufactured, a bartender who really is husband, Ike, encounter many Jay Dias portrays Julius, the 
too. On the brighter side, Matt, jealous, inside and out. With life-threatening situations, piano player. At a few points in 
played by Terence Doherty, is his thorough unclerstanding of which are so horribly typical th~ course of the opera, Mr. 
an appropriate portrait of a acting, Mr. Keegan gives the that they immediately lend Dias steals the show completely 
penniless 19th century artist. 1;>ther performers something to themselves to spoofing. Mc- away and ~aws enthusiastic 
His actions are logical and his work off from, and the opera Carroll has illustrated thiit show applause, With only three or 
emotions approach now serves up an almost in such a colorfully comedic f«:>ur_lines. Mr. Dias is an expert 
believability. All.in all, this cast digestible story. way that it is difficult not to fall piarust, who adds greatly th the 
was not especially pl~~g , ~Oi ·, All of th~ performers on, Tb!';,. . , into the aisles, laughing. The show in that ~pacity .. also. The ... 
me. In all fairness, the'audience Face on the Barroom Fioor are · Monday, Thursday, Saturday· "1lembers of this cast perform 
enjoyed the show, and that is very competent singers. Miss · cast is dazzling in . its rendition continued on p. I 0 
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C reactive ate 
Leah Cafaro sings Pete and the Boys 
By Meryl Joseph ts. The atmosphere in the TJI RWILLIAM GREIDER 
On Thursday night. Decem-
ber 2, the ICFAA [Ithaca 
College Feminists for 
Awareness & Action] presented 
Expressions of Creative 
Women. The event consisted of 
24-acts, of all kindc;, performed 
by women. 
crossroads during the evening 
was verv relaxed. There were 
small tables ~et up, each with it'> 
own candle, and on the side 
where refreshmc11t and infor-
mation tables. Some of the 
talent present here was truly 
amazing. 
There was a variety of events, 
poetry readings, singers and 
monologues. A few perfor-
mancers dealt with women\ 
i5sucs, but more important and 
prevalent was not the topic but 
the strong feeling of unity & 
togetherness between the per-
formers and the audience. , 
Although the majority of the 
audience were women, there 
:f-~ 
-----COLUMN 
STATIONS BUY UP WHO 
TICKETS: Two Texas radio 
stations have purchased the en-
tire stock of tickets for the 
Who's concerts in their areas. 
Houston's KSSR shelled out 
$975,000 for the privilege of 
selling 65,000 fifteen-dollar 
seats, and Dallas' KZEW--"K-
Zoo" to you-- bought out the 
entire Cotton Bowl for a whop-
ping $1 .4 million. "We just 
worked out a deal where we 
would eliminate any risk on 
their part and guarantee that 
they would sell (all) 80,000 
tickets, "says KZEW program 
director Andy Lockridge. 
Such financial risks probably 
seem petty to a Milwaukee 
deejay who calls himself "Tim, 
the Rock and Roll Animal." 
Upon hearing that the Who 
would once again overlook the 
city on their U.S. swing, the 
daring WQFM jock climbed out 
on a three-and-a-half-foot ledge 
twenty-one stories up and 
vowed not to leave until the 
Who agreed to play. "The city 
really pulled together," says 
Tim, who spent fourteen days 
battling the elements until 
Roger Daltrey called to say that 
the band would play Milwaukee 
on December 6th. 
The JCFAA is an educational 
group, whose main purpose is 
to try and educate themselves, 
th·: I.C. Community, and the 
general publis: about issues af-
fecting women; issues such a~ 
<;exism, lesbianism, abortion, 
rape, and the Equal Right~ 
Amendment. 
The Coffeehouse was a way 
of becoming recognized by a 
celebration of women in the ar- contlnuea on p. JO 
Record Reviews~ 
Well sportsfans, it's that time 
of the year, when evecyone has 
been, will be, or thinks they arc 
recording artists come out 
with a new record for your 
listening pleasure and Christmas 
dollar. To help you make the 
correct selections this yule-tide 
season, our musical ears have 
been . busy listening to all the 
new releases we could get our 
hands on. 
We'll use the 1 to 5 scoring 
system: 
(5)-the best of the lot, buy it for 
yourself, you deserve it. 
,4)-A fine selection for friend or 
toe alike .. 
(3)-0.K. for the teeny-boppers 
in the group. 
has the talent to wnte ~mte: John Lenhon. Collection (Gef-
Judy Blue Eyes deserves at fen)--
least _a ... 3 It seems every year a new 
. . greatest hits album comes out 
~aJJrn~s}'°ve Over Gold by a . deceas~d . artist, ~i.e. Jim 
A tasty collection of tunes Mornson, Jimi Hendnx) or a 
from this group. We haven't disbanded _grouo ffh: Beatles, 
heard fonn them in a while. Led Zeppelin) but don t worry, 
But this is a good one .. . 4. this one'~ ~ good album lrom a 
fine musician. Buy the cassette, 
Go-Go's. Vacation (ffiS)-
The follow up to "We've Got 
the Beat" proves just that, eve~ 
song sounds the same as tbe last 
12 did. But what can you ex-
pect from Mini-skirts and Bob-
by-soxs. 
A definite ... 3. 
Joe Jackson. Night and Day 
(A&M)-
it contains 2 extra songs. 
Give it a .. :4. · 
Pat Benatar. Get N~rvous 
(Chrysalis)-
lf she continues .to produce 
records like this one, we will. 
Maybea ... 3. 
Ozzy Osbourne. Speak of the 
Devil (Jet/CBS)-
WHY? 
A. .. 1. 
If these guys keep producing 
albums like this, these will be 
their "famous last words."! 
Nothing new .. . 3. 
Steve Winwood. Talking ~ 
to the Night (Warner Bros.) 
SOLID ... 4. 
Stray Cats. Built for S~ 
(EMI) 
Bruce Springsteen. Nebraska Fast...4. 
(Columbia)- The.WHO. It's Hard (Wmnesr 
Without the E. Street band, Bros.) 
Bru_ce tries one o_~ ., the most Disappointing ... 3. 
daring moves a musician can, at . • . 
the peak of his popularity. He Bill~ Sqme~ · Emotions in 
leaves behind what made him Motion (Capitol) 
"the Boss", and · just brings No talent. .. l. 
along his guitar. The lyrics are 
vintage Springsteen. 
Try it. .. 4. There you have it Boys and 
Girls, the best, the worst, and 
J. Geils Band. l's Showtime the inbetweens. Pass the egg-
(EMI AMERICA)-- . nog, ~appy Holidays and Keep 
From the "Freeze Frame" Rockm · 
tour, this album attempts to 
bring the live energy of the Geils 
show to vinyl. 
aose, but nocigar, ... 3. 
(2)-Better off using the money 
on that E.T. poster you wanted. 
(1)-Frisbee season will soon be 
uponu~. 
A classic. this album is the 
best of the season. Every song 
can stand on its own with the 
best ever written. 
Men at Work. Business as Quick Picks 
Usual (Columbia)- Fleetwood Mac. Mirage (War-
Crosby, Stills, & Nash. 
Daylight Again (Adantic)-
Every other year it seems 
these guys are on another 
reunion tour. Well>they look a 
little older and the vocals sound 
a little deeper, but a,nyone who 
buy it, for yourself ... 5. If you 're sick of "Who Can it ner Bros.) 
be Now?" or "Down Under". St d 4 ea y •.•• 
Phil Collins. H~o, I most be don't worry, there are lots more The Oesb. Combat RO"ck 
going (Atlantic)- tasty selections on ihis orie. (Epic) 
So go. Better stay with A fiae oick ... 4. Shaky Rock ... 3. 
Genesis ... 2. Supertranip. Famous Last Peter Gabriel. Security (Gef-
.,..,,--it:..:_. r1 IJ ~--~1.r:,, . -. , , • ~ · , · .' · . , .. ·Words (A&M)- · - , fen) Hot· s · · -, · 
"..,','-•.,.'),, • . /f:.._':,"'.J [ 1 .'-•J.:.'.', I 1 -:;Jr1 J"J"Jl.1 t [ (I.,-.. _;,,',_'-·~·£'-', ,\." .',I 1".~: .~.(, f•l1,1,•. ,-• \ • ', 
) ,i ... • tr;'.,.l _ ... ..l_) -
·- .. =· ·. 
~ 1 , • . 1 ., r ; .; . r.; :, , f:; ' J f I f ,• f If "" C 
. , . -, 
cooor 
continued from p. 9 
was a suft1c1ent showing of 
men. 
The event flowed smoothly 
and beautifully, from beginning 
Co end. The idea of a forum for 
the expression of women was 
indeed a successful one. Not 
only did it give people a chance 
continued from p. 8 
thier roles with extreme clarity 
and commitment; they have a 
feel for acting. 
Only slighty less amusing ts 
the Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Ff!day cast of ~weet Betsy. As 
Mimosa, Marigene Kettler is 
amusing, but she lacks some of 
the finesse needed to keep the 
audience laughing constantly, as 
Mimosa should. Playing Betsy, 
Renee Knapp is funny and often 
causes laughter just with her 
comical, contorted, facial ex-
pressions. Dana Contino's Ike 
is colorful and stands up well 
next to Miss Knapp's Betsy. 
Again, Jay Dias entertains us as 
Julius. 
The singing in Sweet Betsy is 
very polished. Miss Carr. Miss 
Saunders, Miss Knapp, and Mr. 
Kantor have particularly° 
pleasing \ioices. 
to view for themselves a frac-
tion of the wealth of talent of 
i.C. women, but it also brought 
people together. Those lucky 
enough to be in. the audience 
will surely be more aware of the 
Feminist groups activities & 
women in general. For those 
who'missed the event, keep an 
eye out for other events spon-
sored by the ICFAA, a group 
well-worth racognition! 
Overall, the singing in these 
two shows is superb, both in 
tone quality and in technique. 
But the big plus with the singing 
is that it rarely impedes upon 
the action and draws attention 
to itself - a noteworthy 
achievement for Richard Mon-
tgomery. The staging by Earl 
Mccarroll for The Face on the 
Barroom Floor, although 
bespeckled with obvious 
problems, is, ultimately, 
passable. His conception of 
characterization and movement 
for Sweet Betsy from Pike is 
brilliant. 
The operas will run through 
Saturday, December 11, at the. 
Dillingh:> .• 11 Perjorming Arts 
Building. All performances 
begin at 8:00 
• • I • 
. 
,I 
" 
South Hill 
DANBR 
QUALE 
.RANGY 
THIGM 
Amwer., to last week•., pun le 
SLANG 
-
WHERE 
-
r: 
Consumption of raw materials 
The destruction of earth and sand 
Eating of lumber and plankton 
Crushing flesh and bones 
Here's to Jimmy Watt 
May his coal and oil 
Bur forever 
As he lives on barren rock 
And dies 
Alone 
J. Dansereau 1 
Scramble By Sandy Broverman 
·-
DIii I ; Founded the HJeffer-son Airplane" in 
I I ·1 m I · 1965, with Paul Kan-tner (hint: it's not GraccSiick) D I [ D l -llll I' JD p ~ [: I· 1RJ: .o. II.I . I 
·1111 I. l[B Answer~ in next j<,~UC 
Pop group formed In Surrey, England 
In 1966 which eventually changed Its 
name to .. Genesis" 
------------~----------FLAKE 1 DRINK The Garden Wall 
-
CASH 
PAID 
FOR 
BOOKS 
-
' 
' 
/ 
,/ 
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H.&SYOUR 
BOifRleND 
BEEN!FMUH HELP1 
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I 
U'HE ll'HACAN ll 
. 0 
6GJ!l/il fJill ll77!%JJJ§llJ 
tHEN, I DISCOVl:Rfl> 
RADlATION LEAKS IN 
MY MICPDNAVE. OVEN 
ANt> UREA FORMA1.DEHYDE 
IN M1 HoME. INSULATION! 
l'N\ GETTING HEAl>ACHES 
AND 60RE EYE5 BIJT I 
~'TDAREUSE 
... TYL'f.NOL OR VISINE ! 
~:/{ <, /~ A N,OOf;/;S I'//£{!(! 
g \\,~ l?> - ---- --
-~,\~~ 
kl& 
GAVE. ME. 
\\ERPES. 
College Press Service 
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·-, 12· THE ITHACAN 
~Jliiflil ®TIU fill ~@l]]]@uil ~~ The 1981 Cbrbtmas Mall Call was the most successful ever. For this, the staff of Armed Forces Mail Call 
would like to thank those who par-
OeceJ:Jl_ber 9, 1982 
Requircmcin, for studem membe1 -
~hip indude a minimum of 45 un 
dergraduaie -:rcdit,. a ,upe1 ior 
academk 1eco1d 1u,uall~ indicated i,, 
a minimum ol a B a,eragel and ar 
pwpt iat~:- lacult~ rennnmendatinn,. 
lknl'li;, of ,tudeni mcmbcr,hir 
l!cn,·rally indnde an a111a,·1ivc cc1-
1ifica1,· ,uitahle fm framing, lisiing 111 
an imcr national di, ec·Hn}. peii11d1L· 
ncv.,le1tl'I\. announ,cmcn1, ol 
"'" k,hop, and 1raining prog1am,. 
and g1adua1e ,,hool placemem inlo1 
ma1ion Studen1 memher,hip in IAP 
CP should he of panicular inte1 e-i 
and hen el it to indi, idual, con,idcrinl! 
a career in p,yc:holo11y, medkim:. 
",,·,a) v.ork, guidance 01 related men 
ral heahh m health care field,. 
MAIL CALL 
Mail for the following students is Geing 
held by the Ithaca College Mail Depar-
tment. No local adress is listed with the 
College's Registrat as of Novcmberr 
15, 1982. If your name is on thiw list, 
mail may be picked up at the Job Hall 
Postal Station, Monday - Friday, 8:30 
am- 5:00 pm. Also, please complete a 
postal change of address card. 
Peter Alworth Nancy Nixon 
Michael Bebon Jennv Norris 
Laura Becker Robert Peskin 
Scott Boden Dominique Porte 
Darrell Brock Brett Redfern 
Tracy Cooper Susan Rosenberg 
Mary E. Crosby CAsey Sanders 
Cesare Denvelli, Brain Schell 
Scott Ferris Steve Schecter 
Andrew Froehlich Joanne Serafini 
Ivan "G" Liz Sikora 
Marlene Gali1:1 Jenny Smith 
Michelle Gallca Derrick Sumereau 
Amy Goldenberg Cindye Swindell, 
Thomas M. Hart Jr Victoria Tepper 
Henry Hayes Jr. Nancy Terri~ 
Peter J. Ludwig Susan Truitt 
Karen Mone, Lawrence Wiener 
Lori Moore Allison Wilder 
Barbara Neenan Zaubida Yacoub, 
Kelle-y Anne O'Donnell 
Career Planning 
Gimpu~ Or~11ni111tion~ 
Investment Club meeting every 
Tuesday at 8:30pm . in Science 110. 
Everyone is welcome! 
MARXIST-FEMINIST SERIES 
CONTINUES 
The series will bring other leading 
feminist writers to the College cam-
pus. All of the lecturers arc free and 
open to the public. 
The series will continue on Jan. 27 
at 8pm in Muller Chapel when Ellen 
Dubois, associate professor at SUNY 
Buffalo, discusses "Feminism and 
Free Love." Dubois is a leading 
authority on Elizabeth CAdy Stanton 
and is the author of Feminism and 
Suffrage. She recently edited 
previoulsly unpublished document, by 
Stanton and Susan B. Anthonv. 
The final speaker, Ellen Willis, a 
writer for the Vililage Voice," will 
speak on "Sexual Repression in the 
Women's Movement" on March 24 at 
8pm in Muller Chapel. Willis wa, a 
member of" Ked Stockings," an early 
radical feminist group, and i, the 
author of 'Beginning to SEE the 
Light" as well as many article\ on 
feminism. 
The l\·1arx1st-Feminist Speakers 
Serie, is in its ninth year and " 
organi,cd by Ithaca College Professor 
of Politics illah Eisen,1em. 
ticipated by sending Christmas mail. · 
_Se_n_i_o_r_R_e_m-,-_n_d_e_r ___ --- --- Numerou~ rcpports have been received 
"Seniors are reminded that they from .the various agencies which 
should come in to the Registrar's of- di,tributed the mail to our young ser-
fice to file an application for degree vicemen and women, telling how 
and to review their credits for much all the cards an~lettcrs were ap-
graduation. It is important that this be predated at Ch!ristmas. 
done because without the application Mail, whether individual piece, or 
for degree there is the possibility that by the box-full, is welcomed from 
no diploma will be ordeied for everyone, and is in turn sent to more 
you.!!" than one hundred locations across the 
--------------:-- U.S. and around the world, where it i~ 
made available lo the young volun-
teers ~erving in our Armed FoPCe,. Persons seeking employment as com-
puter scientists and data processing 
specialists will want to consider the 
EMPLOYMENT REGISTER at the 
1983 Computer Science Conference. 
The purpose of the Register is to 
provide a means for establishing con-
tact between applicant and employer in 
a professional manner. 
The 1982 Christmas Mail Call i~ 
now underway, and this is an ideal 
projecr for individuals as well as 
college group, and organizations. For 
information on how you or your 
group can have a part in this unique, 
moralc-bomting program, please send 
a self-addressed, stamped envelope to 
Armed Forces Mail Call, 6 520 Selma 
Ave.-no.315, Hollywood, CA 90028. 
Thank You! 
If you're interested you'll need to act 
now. Deadline for inclusion in the 
Register i~ January 13,1983. For com-
plete information, contact: Caree,---------------
Planning and Placement Office, I st 
Ooor, Gannett Center. Scholar,hip, 
STUDENT Mf:.MBERSH:1· IN !Al' 
CP 
The p1e,1ig1ou, lntcrna1ional 
Academy of Profc..,,ional Coun,cling 
and Psycho1hcrapy ( IAPCP) i, no" 
ac,ep1ing apphcalion, for member-
ship from highly qualified un-
tie, graduate and graduate ,tuden1,. 
The Academy 1, a 1nuhi-di,ciplinarv, 
:n1e1 nat 1unal organi,ation ded1ca1L:d 
For more 1nl01ma1ion and ap 
plicarion material,. pk•a,c contact The· 
l\cadem~. S1 uden1 Mcmhc1 ,l11r 
lJi,i,ion, 2mfi Bla1111101L' Road. 
l cxing1on. "-cnru,k, 40502. ,,,,,, 
q(, <,(,-t(, 
l'cllow,hip~ 
The national scholarship trust ~und an-
nounces its 20th annual GRADUI\ TE 
FELLOWSHIP Compctitmn. These 
$1500 to $3000 fellow,hips will awar-
ded to studenls who plan to seek em-
ployment at professional, managerial 
or educational levels in the graphic 
communications indus1ry. Application 
deadline is January IO, 1983. For 
details contacl: Career Planning and 
Placement Office, fir,I floor, Gannett 
Center. 
Make piam now to attend the n<!Xt 
ARTS MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
sponsored by 1n,: American Symphony 
Orchestra League. This seminar will be 
an opportunity for you to expanc.: your 
knowledge and ,kills in the area of arts 
administration. The seminar will be 
held January 7-13 in Washington D.C. 
For more information and an ap-
plication, visit the Career Planning and 
Placement Office, first floor, Gannett 
Center. 
ro 1he worldv.1,: 0 pur,u11 of l'\cellcnce ----------------
in coun·ding arn.l p,ycho1hcrapv. It 1984-84 1-1.M. LEHMAN 
numhcr, among ii\ lJiplomatc, ;nany GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS in 
ol 1hc leader, and inno,ator, within Social Science,, Public Affairs, and In-
,, .. 
THREE FIRES COUNCIL OF 
CAMP FIRE needs a field placement 
from 7 to 9 years old Ill self-reliance 
workshops. Times and dates arc 
flexible, 
CONGRESSIONAL INTERNSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY: Our own 
Congressman Matt McHugh is now ac-
cepting applications for the Spring, 
1982 VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIP 
PROGRAM in his Washington 
congressional office. Students who 
have completed two years of college at 
the beginning of the Spring ,emester 
are eligible. The internship begins in 
January and runs through May. If 
you're interested, you'll need to hurry. 
Application deadline is December 17, 
1982. For more information contact: 
t he coun,cling and p,ychoi herap~ ternational Affairs. Each award will be 
p1 ofe"ion, On The Arndeim ·, l\d· up to $19,000 over a maximum of four 
vi,ory Council are man,· ,nici years. The fellowship i< for full-time 
nat 1onally renown individual~ ,uch a, resident graduate study in an ap-
Dr. Aaron Beck (cognitive theiapy), propriate graduate program in an ap-
D1. William Glasser (1cali1y thcrap~ ), proved college or university in New 
D1. William Ma,1cr, (,e, 1 he, ap~ l, York State beginning in September 
D1. Thrnna, Gordon (parent efl"cc 1983. Application deadline: March 4, 
tl\rnc" 11a1n1ng1. D1. l\lt,c 11 1983. For complete details and ap-
Elli,1 ra1 wnal emo1 "c I h,·, ,tp~ 1. 1)1 plications contact: Career Planning 
Han, l:~scnd. (1c,c.i1ch and and Placement Office, first floor, Gan-
c,alua1ion). Dr. William K1 ogc1 (h~:p- nett Center. 
r 
' 
• .. 
I 
L 
SKIERS: 
LAST CHANeE'1'o. li'urchase GREEK 
PEAK ski Packages for next semester. 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 11-2 Union 
There will be an informational meeting 
for sludents interested in applying for 
admission to the School of Com-
no,i,). D1. Na1hanicl B1andcn(biocen 
LAKESIDE NURSING HOME INC. 
is seeking students who a1e interested 
in initiating, developing and being a 
manager for innovative programs, 
such a~ activity meetings, drama, 
discussion groups, exercise groups and 
music programs. 
Contact Elaine Leeder x33 I I. 
-munications. Both major and minor 
programs of the School will be 
discussed. The meeting will be held in 
room F-306 at 5 p.m. on ThuViday, 
December 9th. 
Career Planning and Placement Office, 
first floor, Gannett Center. 
ltic 1he1ap, l, Dr. Joseph Wolpe 
lheha,ior 1he1ap~). a, v.l'll a, roam 
(N) Nabenhauer Room 
Music (F) Ford Auditorium 
GraJuJLe LecLure!HeciLJl, 
:! . K_~_=>_le_r, 7 11m ( :, ) 
Chamber Oper<1s: Sweet 
Betsev from Pike --&Face 
~- --·-- ---- -- -
on the Barroom Floor, 
8 pm, Arena "lheatre 
(admission charged) 
Graduate Lecture/Recital, 
K. Hard_y, 8: 15 pm (F) 
Senior Piano Recital, D. 
':_eE_E_son, 9 pm (N) 
Chamber Operas: Sweet 
Bet~ from Pike&Face 
on the Barroom Floor, 
8p;;;-:-Arena Theatre 
(admission charged) 
]e -'t.)",l·Cl" 1 i 
Chamber Operas: Sweet 
Betsey from Pike & Fa<z 
on the Barroom Floor, 
8 p;;;-:-Arena Theatre 
(admission charged) 
Decernlxn· 15 
Brass Quintet, 12 noon, 
Egbert Union Crossroads 
(Free) 
Theatre/Films 
Chamber Operas: Sweet 
Betsey from Pike &Face 
on the ~o;;--floor;--
8p;;;:-Arena Theatre 
(admission charged) 
SAB Film: Rocky Horror 
Picture Show, 7 and Y:30 
r 102, .idmission cl1arged 
Chamber Operas: Sweet 
Betsey from Pike & Face 
on the Barroom Floor, 
8-p;;;:-Arena Theatre, 
(admission charged) 
SAB Film: Rocky Horror 
Picture Show, 7 and 9:30 
T 102, a<lmission charged 
Chamber Operas: Sweet 
Betsey from Pike f, Face 
on the Barroom Floor, 
Bp;;;:-Arena Theatre 
(admission charged) 
December 12 
SAB Fil~: 3 Stooges 
Festival, 8 pm, Tl02 
(Free) -
. ( ·' 
Lectures/Seminars 
Decernbei• 13 
Writing Seminar, 3-5 pm 
DeMotte Room - Union, 
sponsored by H & S 
~·ornpiled by the Office 
of Campus Activities: ea 
01hcr, 
Meetings 
TUBA (Tubists Universal 
Brother Association) 
l pm, Egbert Union Cross-
roads and Buft'er Lounge, 
sponsored by SAB 
Sports 
: . ._ , . .!f. ,. ~ ,_ .! • 
~!en's Sw b1 v. Cun land y-;;, (,\) 
.. - ,: _.,_,.,; L. ,!,' 
~arsit\' llasketb,dl \'. 
corti7rid-;-s-1,~n(~ 
Fellowship Meeting, JV Basketball v. Curl lanJ 
5: 30 pm, DeMotte Rm-Union 6 p;-(,\_) ___ _ 
sponsored by Navigators 
AEC (Alcohol Education 
Committee), 4 pm, Job 
Room - Union 
HAVE A SAFE AND 
IJAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON!! 
- -·i-"-~ ·- !· - -
Varsity llaskctball v. 
Bro~kpur~8-p-;;;- -(,\) 
J ,: ; i , ... ~ J e l ' .:: ,.1 ,t ,I O I 13 f I 
~·.' ;;•i·,L· .. 
1, 
: ;· I I' J 
-~ J, ? J lit C J J) :( 
Etcetera 
<.rcL·k Pl.1~ ... ,...J ii~ .... 
!-i,111...·, l111,·11 !.\'I:,._, 
11-..'., j.i:, ...,1),,,: ... ,• I l 1.... 
ll\· '>i,,1 l I ul• 
Ur,n le· ll,•lic1,,~· 
l'..irt.;, t'i j)i • l r,,....,~-
rl'dc.h,. llr.11. !l :-,,,l. 
L_I ~ r_!_,,_L_:· .. , · :-,, •, i., I, 
8-11 pr, 1,·11,1,v 
llinin~ 11.,il. ~p,•i:. 
by ~llH.l. l,l 1 '. 1 t. 
l~l-_c'_'-'_"- l'c·,11,, o,h.1 l'I,, . 
~_i,!_.l:_c, l n 1·,,11 Lt..,bli,: 
11-2 p:·:, :--.Jll'\1!-,,l'l"l d 
lw Ski Clul, -
K_J_[lj'_.l l,;,q I _c·y ll_<'U..,,· 
J-_j pm. Lr\,!-,,'-,rl,..id ..... 
L:niu11, ~Pl 11~~l1 r\.:U :1, 
1'<1pp,1 (;;Jr.u: .. 1 I'-, 1 
St.•ru . .'~Lt.:r CI .t....,!'>l''-> 
L y;<l· .- -b---p r, 
. ~ . .. : ' : . -
~~!.n'? ~n_J, j: JU pr.1 
Dl'.i<llinc•_Jor ~di-
cations for D.c.-·-
,Congrcss i,•na l _ l n-
t..£_rnsh i ps, s~c 
Career Planning 
Auditions for SAU 
~-~"ight, ~on-
tact SAil Office 
Residence Halls 
~. 10 am 
I,.'', t t - 'I 
r r 1 • .... • f ' 
I , 
• I /'f' 
! 
t· 
I , 
, I /'f' 
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Dear lthacaners- - Lai~-;-~~ris (Hey Toots!), 
I'm sure the rest of your issues This could be the start of 
will be great! Send somt: copies · something big! Top-drawer and 
to us Foreigners. key-everyone wants to be our 
Love, friend (white bread and mayon-
The London-bound naise!) We, on the other hand, 
Dear Texas and Garden City 
What a Semester! 
That's about that has to be said. 
Write to me. 
P.S. I guess I still owe you a 
dinner. Talk to me cook-E.A. 
25-1-7 
It's been real. It's been fun. 
It's been bizarre, It's been 
outrageous. 
I'll miss you all - Take care and 
are radical and intense. The 
situation appears to be outstan-
ding and absolutely-to-die! 
Who's your pal? Who's your 
guy? 
love. Diane 
To Karen, Gretchen, Michele, 
Leslie, Steve, and Terry!, 
Get psyched for the WHO! 
P.S. Thanks Karen 
Love II 8 Eastman 
write!! .Jear Glenn, Jim and Jeff, 
Leslie Alan Funt (No, Jim, Alan 
To the downtown jogger, Ludden!) says that Password is 
Maybe we'll get some real run- the best way to pass the time. 
ning in during senior year. Ok, it's your option! 
You've been a great friend. I'll Brownie .. troup, bust.,lust, 
sec you during the summer or freight..clevator, mustard .. seed 
- something. Maybe you can l.::ondiments?(, cystitis .. bladder, 
come visit me in GB. tablecloth .. placemat, EN-
The Chauffeur. TER .. penetrate, General .. Lcc, 
Dear GMS, invitation .. toast .. postponc, SC-
Three classes with was 1, H ARE .. crecpy(creamy?) .. horror, 
much. Take care, have a gre, dildo .. vibrator, slut .. glut-
Senior Semester. Be good! ton(you should have said 
LRM - lamb!), cheese .. gentinals .. lef-
JoJo B-
Sorry it took so long to wrir 
back. This was a grea, 
semester. I'm glad you were 
part of it!! T Ake care, enjoy 
the real world. 
Love, Sue (Alice)(Whoever). 
Margi-
Have a great x-mas and an even 
better New Years! No matter 
where you are! (Just kidding). 
Seriously though, Have a great 
vacation! 
I'll Miss You 
Jim 
A.A.S. 
Best of luck on your finals 
R.H. 
Jimmy Pryor-
Here's wishing you .the best 
of luck in your last career game. 
It's not so bad if you just 
remember who's winning and 
dining you after the season is 
over! 
Love, 
Diane and Laine 
J.C. 
Enjoy the WHO!! 
guess who? 
A.A.S., 
Whatever happens, happens, 
Always friends, see you after 
break. Have a good one. 
a good friend 
Merry Christmas Mitch and Scott,,,, 
Congradulations Mr. Comanzo 
Dear J.C. and C.E. 
Thanks for the girl talk. 
Feeling Better 
Gail and Amy, 
Thanks for one helva semester. 
Keep in Touch. You guys are 
the best. 
JB 
Cyd, 
Though its only been a few 
weeks, they will always be 
remembered. By the way, hot 
water belongs on the stove. 
Wendy-
May all the dildoes in your life 
insert themselves in a wall. I 
love you. 
L.C. 
To Gladis 3rd roommate-
Lets get together for bagels-
the Bitch -
tovers(???), by the way popping 
zits is romantic-we still have 
ours where are yours?, '' I 'vc 
been here before-I know where 
we are!" Blistcx makes your 
lips feel white, Oh, and don't 
forget to wait in the bunny pat-
ch for the Easter Embryo!! 
We love you, 
Boobs and Fish 
25-1-8, 
Merry Christmas ! ! 
God luck on those finals! 
Dear Cindy, 
We're sorry if you think we 
don't want to be your friends, 
but we really do and we ap-
preciate all you do 
Eastman l st Floor 
Dear Leslie, 
Good luck on your fii:als, hope 
you have a great time across the 
water!! don 
't get into trouble we dont want 
to fish out of the water if you 
get deported!! good marks, 
good times, good friends.you'll 
be missed good luck!! 
J.C.& R.H. 
Kevin (future CPA) 
Its been a great year! thanks for 
all the good times and 
memories. Best of luck with-
your future at A Y. 
The remaining members of 27-
5-7 
Leslie, 
My plastic cookies are the best. 
Live it up in London. 
Alice 
Jim R. Kent, 
I'll miss your dry wit a gacious 
smiles. Give me a call when 
your in Liberty. Take care of 
mybuddy. · 
J.B. 
Dave, 
USMC is calling. Lets shove it 
up everybody's ass. Ten hut! 
-PLC buddy 
Terence, 
You're skinny, you're delicate 
and you chipped my tooth! I'll 
never forget you. Good luck! 
Your Pal 
Janer . 
What do you think, huh? Can't 
wait for the Christmas party, 
yeah baby. You got the true 
blues! '-----...... 
-Your sweetie-
Lori-
Where to next semester? How 
about Lakeland, Fla. Where 
we'll only be half an hour from 
the Bahamas? Don't you wish 
we had fairy God mother's-
who picked this major 
anyways? 
Love, 
Joanne 
Mon Amie, 
Don't worry about Zues he 
maybe a greek god but your 
prince will be better. 
Love you, 
Ton Amie 
Betty (the original) 
Get a REAL hang out 
(not the Pines or Dug-out) 
With REAL men (not great 
lovers or little boys) 
Wearing REAL clothes (not 
windbrakers or baseball hats) 
Drinking real drinks (noc r-•t-
chers or O.V. splits) 
Love, 
A real friend (not some one who 
loves dimes or happy hour!) 
GA 26-1-3-
Dont you wish you knew what 
goes on behind our closed door? 
We know what goes on behind 
yours! 
Lovern 
"The Neighbor," 
Dear Torch 
I'm a little teapot-Don't worry 
you can still live in the room. 
Love, 
Roomie. 
Joy Jelly-
Tham: for a great weekend in 
Beverly Hills. I had so much 
fun Gucci-ing out. Totally 
man. Don't worry about 
marriage- there's a Carrington 
in your future. And don't 
worry about your queer teacher. 
He- just broke up with his 
boyfriend and he's having a 
crisis, things are looking up. If 
nothing else, there's always 
weekends to live for. 
LY 
PMG 
Dear HARAGS CHILDREN, 
This is in place of closing nitc 
presents. You are. wonderful. I 
love you all. 
your mom, 
Esther 
Dildo 
God luck for 4½. I'm a born 
again christian friend if you 
need one 
another dildo 
J.C. 
congrads on a great pcrfonnan-
cc 
LC. 
Meriel, 
Sorry about J. L. I love you. 
B.F. 
Tom-
When E.F. Hutton speah, 
everybody listen'>! Good luck 
with your interview. Knock 'cm 
out- but don't shave off the 
moustache! Good luck! 
Love, 
Katie, the one who ordered a salad. 
You always make me <;mile. Lynnie, 
think we should devote a Merry Christmas have a great 
"Special As~ignmcnt" 10 break! 
Bloodies soon. Love Sis 
The conservative One. p.s. You too Pam, Lcl, Denise, 
Dear Julie. 
Bet you can't be aggressive., 
You better keep up the reading. 
Make sure your father doesn '1 
put bells on my feet. Please. 
Love, 
Jimbo 
.Julian-
! hope your Texas eyes stay 
bright, good luck! Get psyched 
for an all nighter-
You r snack bar pal. 
Crash-
What an experience! Take care-
Have fun! !(No, you dont have 
to be good!) 
I'll miss your smiling face. 
signed a Rochest;r traveler 
-
To the a "May" zing person, 
Have a super time!! I'll think of 
you while sitling typing, here in 
upstate, N. Y. See you the 
semester of our._graduation 
A typist 
• 
Yvette, Lisa, Linda!!! 
To the wild women 27-4 
7 
Its been fun the last 2½ years. 
Next semester will be even bet-
ter then this past one. We are 
counting on you to keep up the 
best after hours parties in 
Ithaca. 
Your neighbors in the Gardens 
Kev-
Thanks for making our college 
days funner than expected!! 
Hope you aren't crippled for 
life after bringing all those bags 
up 5 flights!! good luck as a 
future businessman!! 
We'll .miss you! Love Sue Cin-
dy, Judy, Rachel, & Dori 
Jen, 
I'll see you in 'France ... Paris or 
La Coted' Azur? 
Michelle 
Sarah H. 
Off to London. Stop. Will 
think of you when Karen and I 
get looped in the Pubs. Stop. 
Merial, Take care and keep in touch. 
Future plans: Hubcaps for our Stop. 
car, your mother sucks what? I Michelle C. 
love you-
FF 
P .S. Happy Birthday 
Julian, 
I hope your texas eyes stay 
bright, good luck! Get psyched 
for an all nighter-your snackbar 
pal, 
To J.C. 
I miss you. Have a great 
vacation, practice get psyched 
for your recital, good luck. 
L.C. 
Douglas, 
I never foresaw that a friend 
could be so cold and 
unavailable to say good-bye ... 
Michelle 
Julie, 
See you on January 10, 1983 at 
JFK with a drink in hand! Get 
Psyched! 
Michelle 
Karen, 
One more month ... 
Michelle 
Eastman 1st Floor, 
Santa says, good luck on your 
finals and have a nice vacation. 
A concerned resident 
Dear Scott, 
Get pumped 
vacation! 
Signed 'l 
to go out this 
----·-·-·--·--------- ·--- -~----------·. 
Hey Bambi you lush, I need 
help with my homework! 
The Captain 
Ira, Ira, Ira, Screw you! 
Parrot 
A void heart attack and ulcers, 
take Extra-Strengt--
J: It still goes. 
Love, G.W.,(P.S. It can be 
beautiful S.) 
Sandy--! Love You--That's all--
D-
Matt, . .. 
Exit 7A off the NJ Turnpike 
and exit 91 off the GSP. Not 
bad, only 19 yrs. to find out. 
Model2 
Roddy, 
Maybee in another time in 
another place. We're going to 
miss you buddy. 
Lauren K. 
Doesn't it help 10 talk things 
out? Im glad we did_ But I 
think it's dangerous that we 
discovered where Madigan mint 
is sold. That could be our new 
hangout. Goodbye AM-PM. 
Love ya---PMG1/1 
To:Jeff, Benjy, Bo Bo, Peanut 
and Dudley. -~ 
You guys arc a bunch of 
HELMET HEADS!! 
From Maz 
Miss Piggy-
Thanx for everything! 
Especially for listening when I 
had to talk I guess that's what 
friends are for. Have an ex-
cellent vacation! 
See you at home, 
Your Good Friend-· 
Frankie Baby 
Jeff and Lou, 
Are you going to make a guest 
appearance before this semester 
is over? 
Your old roommate 
Dear Janice B. 
Your concert was terrific, glad I 
could be there. 
Your double 
Dear Mark and Steve, 
I wish you guys the best of luck 
with your team and I pray for 
snow. 
Signed I want your bodies 
Dear Hilliard, 
Good luck on your finals and . 
have a great vacation. 
An ex-resident 
Dear Leslie, 
Best of luck in London, have a 
great time! 
L- J-
Janer, 
Can't wait for our x-mas party! 
Whaddya think, ha? 
-Your Sweetie 
Dave, 
The USMC is calling. We're 
gonna kick ass! 
-PLC buddy 
Rose, 
Whenever you need an ear to 
listen I'm always there. 
Love your roommie and Stuie 
Garden 29-5-I, 
Good Luck on. your finals, .. 
Merry Christmas 
Love the Dishwasher 
- -- ........ 
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Campus Social JF'estival of Lights continued from p. 4 
n O to 
'U/rgamza 1omt§ The candle-light is a symbol; the eight nights. During they should not be used as a Chanukah, it is customary to 
light source nor for kindling eat foods made with an abun-
another flame. dance of oil. In America, we Gmnma Delta Pi 
The semester has been a busy 
one for the sisters of Gamma 
Delta Pi. So far this year, we 
have participated in a number 
of service projects. In Septem-
ber, we helped with projects for 
underprivileged kids at the 
Greater Ithaca Activity Center. 
We were also involved in 
organmng publicity and 
registration during Parents' 
Weekend. In addition, on 
Halloween we went "trick-or-
treating" at lthacarc, an area 
home for the elderly. Plans for 
the remainder of the semester 
include more projects at GIAC 
and Christmas caroling at Oak 
Hill Manor. 
Of course, Gamm Deha Pi 
provides a good social lifo too. 
Thus far, we have partied with 
various fraternities at both IC 
and Cornell. Preparations are 
being made wind up the year 
with a formal in December. 
We're presently planning for 
rush next semester, which will 
begin in January. 
Pl LAMBDA CHI NEWS 
The brothers of Pi Lambda 
Chi are looking forward to a 
busy spring semester. We are 
currently in the planning stages 
of a two-day blood drive for the 
American Red Cross. 
,Tompkins County Hospital. 
The money made off the 
program will go towards fun-
ding future service projects. A 
party, when we return, is also in 
the early planning stages, but 
more information will be 
available after break. The 
· brothers of Pi Lambda Chi wish 
everyone a happy and safe 
holiday. 
I.F.C. 
The ltrofraternal Council is 
busy preparing for its "all 
Greek" service project. The 
brothers and sisters of the eight 
greek houses will get together 
on December 12th at the Tom-
pkins County Hospital to give a 
holiday party for the children 
on the pediactrics ward. Music, 
games, candy, Christmas Carols 
and a visit from Santa will 
highlight the party. 
In Israel, Chanukka is a feast on potato pancakes 
holiday everybody partakes in. (latkes); in Israel, bakeries are 
Walking in the streets of filled with jelly donuts. 
Jerusalem, it is common to see Where would you sample 
children blessing the lights while such delicacies? At a Hannuke 
parents look on. Windows are party! Last Friday night, 
all ablaze with the holiday can- several people of the IC com-
dies resting in everything from munity joined Hillel for its an-
handmade clay to fine, intricate nual Channuka party. 
hanukiahs. In addition to Traditional dreidl games as well 
lighting candles, gifts are as backgammon, and chess 
traditionallv exchanged each of . were played; food, posters, and 
continued from p. J 
than the aass of '82," says 
John Shingleton, MSU's 
placement director. 
Northwestern 's annual En-
dicott Report is not yet ready 
for publication, but NU. coun-
selor Victor Lindquist says the 
student job market is the worst 
it's been "in 25 years." 
Delta Ps_i Kappa . The CPC's Judith O'F1ynn 
The sisters ?f D:lta Psi Kap- . Kayser says she hasn't seen this 
pa are busy th1~ holiday season. kind of tightening in the job 
Wednesday mght we held a market since 1975 in the wake 
Holiday Happy Hour for all of the Arab oil embargo. 
H.P.E.R. students and faculty. There aren't many bright 
We hope all wh? attended had a spots. Federal government 
· great time. This week w~ hav~ hiring--traditionally a major 
als? sot~. candy ,:anes m the consumer of liberal arts grads-
Umon. Thanks to all those "is flatter than a pancake," 
who supported us. We are Shingleton says. 
cu~rently holding a_canned food The CPC found a 12 percent 
dnve for the _Salvatmn A~my · drop in demand for engineers, 
noters, "the industries that are 
remaining strong (in recruiting 
college grads) are beneficiaries 
of defense contracts," par-
ticularly companies dealing in 
",militarized electronics." 
But some "militarized" com-
panies don't agree. "Projec-
tions for high tech (hiring on 
campus) appear to be pretty 
flat," says Rod Hanks, 
manager of salaried personnel 
at Lockheed in Burbank, 
California. 
"My requirements are down 
25 percent," adds John 
Kubeyka, employment manager 
of Sperry-Univac in Blue Bell, 
Pa. "I don't anticipate any 
change." 
Gail Marshall of United 
Technologies' personnel office 
December 9, 1982. 
tiaditional uwcolate Han-
nukkah gelt (money) made for a 
festi\'c atmosphere. On Satur-
day night, the Klezmer Conser-
vatory Band played at Cornell 
University. The 14 young 
musicians played their jazzy, 
ragtime music to a sold-out 
crowd. 
Hannuka, which can be 
spelled in any phonetic form 
because it is transliterated from 
the Hebrew, is a joyous, and 
NOT a religious holiday. 
(Candles are available from the 
Hillel office.) 
she does volunteer that "it is 
definitely not a good time to be 
a graduate out on the street 
looking for a job." 
"I have seen increases in two 
areas: the number of students 
walking into the office, and 
their level. of anxiety," says 
Thomas Devlin, Cornell's 
olacement director. 
continued from p.1 
Since that time, six Ithaca 
College students have worked in 
Ladder's laboratory in Leiden: 
Karen Root('77) and Nancy 
Touchette ('77) in 1976, Robert 
Terwilliger ('80) in 1979, Bill 
Tumas ('80) and Jeff Gilman 
('80) in 1979, and Jon Evans 
('82) in 1981. Hopefully, with the support of the J.C. community, we will be 
able to surpass our goal, as we 
did last semester. We also plan 
to continue visiting the kids at 
An. upcoming event is our and a four percent drop in 
hohday party for the under- demand for business majors 
privileged children ~f Ithaca, to Northwestern's Lindq~ist 
be held at the Salvation Army. 
says decentralization makes it ~mai~mirmsll&ezmm:=a~~ 
"llo-l lo-l fo!" 
1f ~erels al [b)etierr w2mw 
lt@ ~ett there this Christmal$c 
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room 
for carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
Schedules oporate overy ..ookend except dunng holidays, exam wuek and scmes1or break Pncos and schedules 
SIJbtOCI to c;hanga. Some seMCe reQuores resorv~tions. · 
60 QREYIIOIIID 
· And leave the divi'lgtous. · 
.. 
1-11981 Greyhound I.mos, Inc . 
hard to gauge her firm's 
recruiting efforts this year, but 
., 
. CRABTREE STUDIO Z . 
·. IFINE HAIRCUTIING AND 
CHEMICAL SERVIC~ 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
' 
SCIENCE 
MAJORS 
Interested in medical :. 
search? 
Applications to Ph.D. 
programs in Ana.torey, 
iochemistry, Micro-
iology, Pharmacology 
and Physiology are 
ow being accepted. 
sistantships avail- . 
able . 
For more information, 
· contact: 
COLLEGE OF GRADUATE 
STUDIES . 
S.U.N.Y. Upstate 
Medical Center 
:syracuse, New York 
13210 
'An Affirnative Action· 
Equal Opportunity ' 
Institution 
fFOR MEN & WOMEN 
. :,.,:-. 
. ~ . 
Mexican Wrap Sweater 1 OQ% Wool •39aa 
Jerga Shirt 100% Corton •14115 
House ·of· Shalimar· 
Commons .Pyramid 
73 .. 79 9 257-2222 
.., 
' 
' . ~ . 
I , 
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FIE··LD HOCKEY BRI G·s'..--
HOME CHAMPIONSHIP 
By Dave Fischer 
When you want something 
bad enough, persistence is the 
key. After back to back th'ird 
place finishes, the Ithaca 
Colleges women's field hockey 
teamed captured a much deser-
ved national champions.hip on 
November 20, when the squad 
defeated Trenton State, 2-1, to 
earn the NCAA Division III 
title. 
After two overtime periods 
and still a tie score the game was 
decided in a flick-off, or penalty 
stroke shootout, in which 
Ithaca scored on all four shots 
to win the flick-off, 4-2, and 
gain credit for the winnirig·goal. 
:-"Our schedule ·really 
prepared us well for the tour-
nament," said IC coach Doris Ayres was forced to make 25 
Kostrinsky. "When you face saves and kept her team in the 
high-caliber competition game. 
throughout your season if for- t "I never really got frustrated 
ces you to play at a higher level with our inability to score 
both physically and emotionally against Trenton because we 
to be successful. Our ability to were dominating the game," 
maintain our intensity at high Kostrinsky said. "We were ap-
levels for long periods was the plying so much pressure that 
difference in the national tour- Trenton was camping out on 
nament and I think that ability defense and just filling the area 
was the result of the schedule we in front of the goal with people. 
played." That made it very difficult for 
Despite the close final score, us to push the ball through the 
the Bombers totally outplayed goal. 
the defending champs from "We never quit out there," 
Trenton. Ithaca outshot the added Kostrinsky. "We just 
Lions, 36-6, and had a 15-0 edge kept our intensity at a high level 
in shots and a 17-0 edge in all afternoon and kept working 
penalty comers during the first for a goal. It would hurt 
half. Trenton goalie Dina anybody to lose a game on 
strokes, but it would have hurt 
us more after the way we 
· dominated play." 
The Bombers struck first at 
l l :54 as junior forward Lisa 
Clarke took a pass from Tracey 
Moyer and put the ball into the 
right hand corner of the _net. 
. Trenton evened the score at 
16:55 of the second half when 
Donna Aromando -:onverted a 
penalty stroke after Ithaca 
goalie Karen Howarth was 
called for delaying the game. 
The score remained tied 
through the first overtime, but 
with 3:45 left to play in the 
second overtime, Clare Lamont 
made a big defensive play. A 
Trenton player snapped a shot 
past goalie Howarth but 
sweeper Lamont was there to 
deflect the shot wide of the 
goal. 
In the flick-off, Diane Rapp, 
Cathy Foto, Mary Klecha and 
Barb Wachowiak all score 
penalty strokes for the Bom-
bers, and when Howarth 
stymied Trenton's fourth atem-
pt, Ithaca had earned its 
national championship. 
The win ended Trenton's 
45-game winning streak and 
gave the Bombers an 18-3 
record. Over the past four 
years, the field hockey team has 
compiled a 69-9-1 record, 
finishing third nationally twice 
and winning one national 
championship. 
continued on p. 17 
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CC.AGERS BEGIN TITLE DEFENSE 
by Dave J<ischer 
Repeating as champion is 
said to be a most difficult task, 
but a pre-season ICAC coaches 
poll clearly picks the Ithaca 
Bombers as the conference 
favorite. 
Seniors Tod Hart and Jamie 
Frank return to a Bomber 
squad that finished 11-1 in 
ICAC , action and 22-5 overall 
last season. 
Hart was the conference 
Player of the Year averaging 
21.3 points and 6.6 rebounds 
per game. His solid statistics 
earned him second team All-
American honors and he was 
named the ECAC Upstate New 
York Player of the Year. Last 
season Hart ranked fifth in the 
nation in field goal accuracy, 
shooting 69 percent, and is 
Ithaca's all-time leading scorer 
with 1,405 points to date. 
Frank returns to his point 
guardposit;on and will resume 
his quarterbacking duties. 
Frank set a Bomber single 
season mark by dishing out 171 
assists and will add to his career 
assists record of 324. The six 
foot Frank teamed with Hart as 
a first team All-ICt\C selection 
by averaging 8.4 points and 6.3 
assists per game. 
Mickey Herzing is back at 
center, and listed at 6-10, should 
clog up the middle and 
dominate inside. Although 
missing eleven games last year, 
six sitting out an eligibility 
requirement after transfering 
from Fairfield and five with an 
" • 
i 
e 
ankle injury, Herzing did make 
a contribution when healthy. 
His ten points and 7. I rebounds 
per game made him one of the 
top centers in the league. 
Junior forward Ron Zielinski 
(8.3 ppg, 3.4 rpg) may be the 
perfect complement to Hart. 
While Hart is a specialist down 
low, Zielinski is capable of 
becoming a consistent shooter 
from the perimeter. He was 
second to Hart in shooting per-
centage for the first half of last 
season until a shooting slump 
hampered his second half. 
Zielinski worked out over the 
off-season and looks stronger 
and more confident . 
Senior Jim Goodwin can play 
either center or forward, but 
will play the valuable sixth man 
role. Although not a prolific 
scorer, Goodwin can do a good 
job off the bench and is an 
adequate rebounder with quick 
hands on defense. 
An intangible that will serve 
as a plus for Tom Baker's 
Bombers is the eight returning 
lette1winners. A majority of the 
team's nucleus has experience 
playing together and is familar 
with Baker's system. 
During the pre-season a 
Bomber questionmark was who 
the shooting guard would be, 
because there was no returning 
'l)layer behind Frank. The an-
swer seems to be freshman 
Mark Carver; a hust,ler with a 
good outside shot. Carver has 
already proven his poise under 
pressure by hitting two free 
throws to seal Ithaca's home 
opening win against LeMoyne·, 
67-62. 
Over the weekend the Bom-
bers competed in the Ithaca In-
vitational Tip-Off Tournament, 
and finished second, losing to 
Albany State, 75-60. Ithaca had 
captured the tourney for three 
straight years. 
The Bombers trailed Albany 
30-29 at halftime, mostly 
without Tod Hart, but the close 
score showed signs of depth. 
Hart sat out 11 :32 of the first 
half with three fouls. 
Albany outscored the Bom-
bers 12-4 to s_tart the second half 
with forward Wilson Thomas 
scoring eight unanswered poin-
ts. Before the game got out of 
hand the Ithaca defense got 
tough. During one Albany 
possession the -Bomber rotating 
zone held the Great Danes 
shotless for fifty seconds. This 
performance gave Ithaca the in-
centive it needed to chip away 
and finally take the lead, four 
minutes later, 43-42. 
The Bombers worked so hard 
to get back into the game that 
the partisan crowd was full for-
ce behind their team. Unfor-
tunately, the Ithaca surge took 
much of the steam out of the 
team and Albany seized the 
momentum once again. Mike 
Gatto's three point play gave 
Albany a 47-43 lead and an 
.._!Ilt!_!!_late victory~ 
See Basketball 
onp. 18 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
H&H 
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RHONDA FAUNCE KEY IN !C 
VOLLEYBALL SUCCESS 
Courtesy of Sports Information 
This past winter the Ithaca 
College Womens Volleyball 
Team enjoyed another fine 
season and an NCAA tour-
nament berth. A key member 
in that success was 5-9 
sophomore hitter Rhonda 
Faunce. ' -
A Restaurant : 
Faunce leads Ithaca· in team 
points score (235), service aces 
(65), and is second in serve 
reception (94 percent) and 
blocks (207). She was an in-
tegral part of the hard-hitting 
front line that has helped Ithaca 
to a 29-7 record and a No. 7 
national ranking among 
Division III teams. 
"I didn't expect to play as 
much asl did last year." Faun-
ce said. "I didn't think my skill 
level was good enough to start 
as a freshman." 
The 1981 Carthage High 
graduate proved herself wrong 
by stepping into a starting 
position a~ ;i freshman and was 
a key player last year as Ithaca 
went 36-13-1 and qualified for 
the AIA W Division .II regional 
tournament. Last year Faunce 
led the bombers with 107 blocks 
and was second in total points 
with 262. 
Faunce credits her improved 
play this y ear to her par-
ticipation on the Central 
District volleyball team at the 
Empire State Games this sum-
mer. "I used the games as a 
learning experience and it has 
developed mr all-around play,'' 
.she said. The biggest im-
provement in her play is her ser-
ve reception. Last year she 
received with 85 percent ac-
curacy. This year she is 
receiving with 94 percent ac-
curacy. 
Coach Sarah Rich backs up 
Faunce when talking about 
Faunce's improved all-around 
· skills. 
"She is making herself more 
valuable to the team through 
her improvement of defense," 
Rich said. "Last year in key 
situations I would have to sub-
stitute for her, where this year I 
can keep her in." 
When Faunce decided to 
come to Ithaca, Rich knew she 
had a powerful hitter for her 
front line, but also knew there 
was work do be done. "Last 
year Rhonda. was a 1 or 2 
dimensional player,'' Rich said. 
"She hit very hard but needed 
work on her all-around skills. 
SWIMMERS 
FACE CORTLAND 
By Mike Young 
The I.C Men's swimming and 
Diving Team meet one of their 
best challenges of the season as 
they take on Cortland in their 
final meet before semester 
break. 
For the past two years, I.C. 
has lost to Cortland by tenths of 
seconds, with the deciding poin-
ts being scored in the final 
event. However, this year may 
be different due to the dpth and 
versitility of the I.C. team. 
The swimmers began their 
season Nov. 9th with a win 
Continuedfromp. 15 
against the University of Buf-
falo. Since that time they hace , 
defeated Nazareth, Geneseo, 
and Utica College, to make 
their season record thus far, 4-0. 
After today's meet, the 
swim_mers and divers will take a 
short break before traveling to 
Fort Lauderda,ly, Florida. 
There, they will spend IO days 
training at the Hall of Fame 
Pool. 
The swimmers and divers are 
determined to go into break un-
defeated, hoping that the past 3 
months of training will pay off. 
"This has been a goal for this came so close to the champ(cn-
team all season· long, maybe ship in 1980 (another third place 
even since we finished third in finish). The entire team, and 
the national tournament last especially the seniors, really 
year," Kostrinsky said. "We've deserve to win the national 
been working toward this goal . championship." 
as a team in some ways since we 
A. Nightclub :· 
Offering a full menu of delicious lunch and 
dinner fare-w special nights, like "All-the-
Beer-and-Wings-you-want" for$5 on Mon-
days, and our $5 Beer and Pizza BLAST on 
Tuesdays. Good food, served in a cozy at-
mosphere, reasonable priced, and conveniently 
located. What more could one want ? 
Showcasing Ithaca's best live music ... 
TONIGHT: ''JR.oclk Video on Thu.nrsdays/J~ 
Friday: RAP 
On Saturday: NAKED EYE 
*Also: Every Wednesday DJ & Dancing 
As a Restaurant :a satisfying alternative to the ordinary. 
As a Nightclub : a definite improvement on 1the downtown scene. 
VISIT KELLY'S DOCKSIDE KAFE FOR BEST SEAFOOD & RIBS IN TOWN.! 
105 N. Aurora Street 
ltha~, New York 
0 7da s 
l J ,,,: t, L • 1 •.)"Ii,! •t I, t 
She has put in the work 
necessary and developed into 
one of the best all-around 
players in the Northeast in 
Division III." 
In only one year Faunce has 
noticeably broadened her worth 
to the team through hard work 
and practice. She is not only an 
asset to the women's volleyball·-. ~-
team, but she was a member of 
Ithaca's softball team which 
placed ninth at the national sof-
tball tournament last spring. 
Softball should offer Faunce 
a new challenge. She will be 
trying for a starting position at 
first base, a postion left open by 
the graduation of Lisa Stellato. 
"I am not used to this level of 
competition in softball, but I'm 
ready for the challenge." said 
Faunce. 
The physical education major 
is optimistic about the future . 
She says her ultimate goal is to 
coach a college-level volleyball 
team. In the near future Faunce 
hopes to concentrate her efforts 
on working with the handicap-
ped, helping them enjoy at least.,.: . 
a part of the success in athletics 
that she has. 
NEED HELP 
WITHYOUR 
STUDENT 
LOAN? 
If you've attended 
college on a Guaran-
teed Sruden t Loan or 
a National Direct Stu-
dent Loan made after 
October 1, 1975,consider . __ ,, 
spending a couple of 
years in the Army. 
If you train for certain 
specialties, the govern-
ment will release you 
from 1/3 of your indebt-
edness (or$1,500, which-
ever is greater) for each 
year of active dury. 
Obviously, a three-
year enlistment cancels 
100% of your debt. But 
if you sign up for the 
Army's exclusive t\.\'O- _ 
year enlistment option, 
we'll still cancel 2/3 
of your debt. 
Plus, you may be 
eligible for generous 
educational incentives. 
To find out how to 
serve your country and 
get out of debt, call the 
number below. 
ARMY. 
BEAU YOU CAN BE. 
SFC ROBERT GERRISH 
272-1101 
COOP MALL 
609 West _Clinton Street 
, Ithaca.,._ New .York .14850 
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WOMEN TO HOST TOURNEY 
l!ly Dove IF"astber 
The Ithaca College women'~ 
ba5ketball team is off to a 
disappointing 1-4 start, but 
don't let the record fool you. 
The lady cagers are a young 
team that includes only 2 
seniors and 2 juniors and have 
yet to play a Division III op-
ponents. 
"I think we can finish the fir-
st semester with a 5-4 record,'' 
Ithaca coach Natalie Smith 
said. "We have played out-
standing basketball at times this 
season, and if we play the type 
of b-ball that we are capable of 
playing for a full 40 minutes, 
there is no reason that we can't 
win four games this week." 
Titis weekend the Bombers 
will finally see some Division III 
action, including the field of the 
women's first-ever Ithaca In-
vitational Tournament. 
The Bombers will face 
Fredonia State at 8pm Friday at 
Ben Light Gym in the tour-
nament's first round, with 
UMass battling Brol,klyn at 
6pm in the other premliminary 
meeting. The consolation and 
tourney championship games 
are scheduled for noon and 2pm 
Saturday. 
Competing against Div. III 
teams should improve Ithaca's 
chan<;e for more wins and the 
tournament gives the team an 
opportunity to face regional 
foes. 
"Ever since I started 
coaching here it has been a goal 
of mine to hold a tournament," 
said Smith. It will give us a 
chance to play schools whicq 
represent all parts of the Nor-
theast, and that should improve 
our chances for post-season 
competition. 
Sherri Didio leads Ithaca in 
scoring with a 14.2 average and 
is shooting 53.4 percent from 
the field. Senior . co-captain 
Allison Bishop is averaging 13.2 
points per game, with center 
Jeanne Johnston scoring 10.8 
points per outing and leading 
the team with a 12.2 rebounding 
average. 
MOREAU AND STO 1982 CAPTAINS 
Courtesy of Sports Information list at Ithaca_ He has been a 
Fullback Mike Moreau and two-year starter for the Born-
linebacker Dave Stone have bers, rushing for 279 yards as a 
• been elected co-captains of the sophomore. 
)983 Ithaca College football Stone was Ithaca's second 
team, IC coach Jim Butterfield leading tackler this fall with 25 
announced at the teams' annual solo hits and 88 total tackles. 
post-season banquet. He also intercepted two passes 
Stone was also named the and blocked a total of seven 
1982 Honorary Defensive Cap- kicks- four punts and three 
tain for his outstanding perfor- field goal attempts. His exploits 
mance throughout the season. place him on the ECAC All-
Moreau carried 162 times for Upstate New York football 
832 yards and one touchdown ;team. 
during the '82 campaign, Senior wide receiver Greg 
helping Ithaca rebound from an Gatz was named the 1982 
0-2 start to finish with a 6-4 Honorary Off cnsive Captain at 
r~ord. · Moreau rushed for 100 the banquet. Gatz was third on 
or more yards in four games, the team with 12 pass receptions 
including a career-high 177 yar- for 215 yards and one touch-
ds in the Bombers' 34-0 win down. He also rushed eight 
over Merchant Marine in the times for 52 yards and two 
season finale. touchdowns. 
Moreau has now rushed for Named Ithaca's Most Im-
1, 101 yards during his career, proved Lineman was junior 
"""''J. 11 on the all time rushing nose guard Bill Sheerin. 
Sheerin was fourth on the team Stryker was presented with the Schaffner, a three year letter 
with 77 total tackles, including Whitstleman's Award. Stryker· · winner, missed Ithaca's last six 
eight quarterback sacks and six -was seventh on the team with 50 · games with a knee injury. 
tackles for lost yardage. tackles, including five for lost RobWest was presented with 
Sheerin was also named to the yardage. the 1982 Marty Higgins 
ECAC All Upstate New York Senior quarterback Cory Memorial Award, given to the 
team. Davies and senior center Paul Junior Varsity player who 
Senior running back John Schaffner were presented with displays outstanding desire. 
Koob was named Ithaca's 'most Captain's Awards. Davies West, a wide receiver helped 
Improved Back. Koob led completed 35 of 98 passes for Ithaca's junior varsity post a 4-1 
Ithaca in rushing with 910 yards 589 yards and five touchdowns, record. 
in nine games, an average of finishing his career No. 3 in 
IOI. I yards per contest.. He also passing yards with 1,454. 
led the Bombers in scoring with ------------------------. 
nine touchdowns and finished 
his career ninth on Ithaca's all-
time rushing list with 1,402 yar-
ds and tied for seventh on the 
career scoring list with I 08 poin-
ts. . 
Junior linebacker Tom Grif-
fin was presented with the 1982 
Attitude Award. Griffin played 
in all IO games· and finished the 
season with 25 total tackles.· 
Junior defensive tackle Gerry 
Ithaca College 
Bureau of Concerts Basketball continued/romp. 14 
t t I• 
is looking for a 
Chairperson cof Security 
Applications available in 
Student Activities O_f fice 
(3rd floor Egbert Union) 
and are d-ue Dec Q 17 
'Nobody is going to go Bomber Rebounds 
through the season without Hart leads Ithaca with 62 points 
losing a few basketball games.' for a 20.6 average and also leads 
IC Coach· Tom Baker said af- the team with a .703 shooting 
ter the loss. 'The key for us is to percentage(26/37). 
stay together, keep working Herzing tops all rebounders 
hard and we will come of age. with a 9 .6 per game average, 
Maybe it's better that we don't while Frank leads in assists with 
peak too early.' S.6 per game. 
·A~jATlC 
G4ftD£~-
[RtSTAURANf) 
Chinese American Food 
18 W. Stale Street 2 72-7350 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
AIRY C.GlnRRY 
.J 16 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside lhe Clinton House) 
273-2221 
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JFOTO AND KLECHA 
POST SEASON RECOGNITION 
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By Mike Withiam 
Ithaca College field hockey 
players Mary Klecha and Cathy 
Foto have been named to the 
Mitchell and Ness All-American 
Field Hockey learn." 
Klecha was named to the 26-
playcr team for the second year 
in a row. Foto wa<; an 
honorable mention All 
America selection last fall. 
Both players will now par-
ticipate in a series of exhibition 
games later this month at the 
U.S. Field Hockey Festival in 
Orlando, Florida. 
In addition, Ithaca's Diane 
Rapp and Cheryl Scott were 
selected as members of the 
Division III Midea~t Regional 
All-Star team. 
"lam very happy and excited 
for each of the girls and for our 
entire team as well," Ithaca 
coach Doris Kostrinsky said. 
"We have reached a very high 
level of play with our program 
and this recognition for our in-
dividual players is a result of 
our total team effort.,·, · 
35 poinb. l"hc: catalyst in 
Ithaca's offense, she has scored 
35 goals and passed out 60 
assists, second all-time at 
Ithaca, for 95 points during her 
career. She needs just five more 
points to become only the third 
player in Ithaca history to score 
JOO career points. 
Foto, a forward, is Ithaca's 
all-time scoring leader with 71 
goals and 70 assists for 141 
points. She holds career records 
for both goals and assists and 
needs just two goals to set a 
single ~eason scoring record 
with 30. She has scored 28 goals 
and has 13 as~ists this season for 
41 points. Foto, also a track 
standout at Ithaca, has been 
field hockey co-captain for the 
past two years. 
Rapp, a co-captain and link, 
has enjoyed an outstanding 
carer during her three years at 
Ithaca. Though not a prolific 
scorer, she is an outstanding 
defensive player and can score 
when the opportunity arises. 
She has scored three goals an<f 
has five assists this season. 
Mary Klecha, along with Cathy Foto, led Ithaca to the Division III title this season. 
The four players, all seniors, 
have been an integral part of 
Ithaca's success at the national 
level during the past four years. 
During that four-year period 
the Bombers have compiled a 
69-9-1 record, an .877 winning 
percentage, and place third 
nationally twice. Ithaca opens 
play in the NCAA Division III 
tournament Saturday when it 
faces either Glassboro State or 
Cortland State. 
Scott, also a forward, is 
Ithaca's second-leading goal 
scorer with 68 and is fourth on 
the all-time points list at Ithaca 
with 79. She has scored 22 goals 
and has two assists this season 
in only 11 games. 
LOTS 
OF· 
IDEAS 
ARE 
READY 
* LOCAL BOOKS ARE 10% OFF * 
• USE YOUR CHILDREN'S BOOK CLUB CARD 0 
SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS: 
9 AM - 9 PM MONDAY-FRIDAY 
9 AM - 5:30 PM SAlUBDAY 
AT 1l~ lh!fJG 
~ton• 273·&3&0 
~,mPORY.Um 
· DOWNTOWN ITHACA COMMONS 
Klecha, a link, is Ithaca's 
second leading scorer this year 
with 15 goals and 20 assists for 
The 26 member All-
American team included 22 
players from Division I, one 
player from Division 11, and 
three players form Division III. 
Two of the three Division III 
players honored play for Ithaca 
College. 
ef/rst Trimester Abortions 
°ConfldentJaJ Counseling 
oQne Visit & Follow-up Q $210 lab tees Included 
~UlJoo;cnc;m;rrtin M.D. 
1. ~ .- ;NMM¥4iimiiWP1&4 IUSh5&t¥+i«Z, 
SIUE MOIIEV •m TAIIE-OUT FOOD 
FROM OUR DELI and BAIIERV DEPTJ 
fr OVERSIZE SANDWICHES 
*SUPER SUBS. 
* PIZZA BEER SODA 
* READ_Y TO EAT MACARONll SALAID) 
* COOKIES. ROLLS & BREAIO 
. Saturdays Ttl Midnight · Su_ndays ~ am · 6 pm 
.l~\ ;_- ... ul42,}s.~1.lWeadow .. St~ .... Ithaca 
-, ... 
I•, 
1,. -2-0-------"t"---------------------·--------------------------------
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The International 0 ~ 
~ CHRISTMAS SHOPr 
FOUR-IN-ONE 
-earring •necklace •_pin•box 
Genuine Pewter Boxes 
When you can't afford to spill 
... even a drop! .. 
Our bt-.aunful h.anJ<uftrJ , ' 
~E?~·~::::-;:~~"l,~ ..... .. ,. -~  
CJc-rr k:N,, iU\lf\. ,t"Of('f .irJ _. 
run,,. ff'K.Alth plt\f"''II <.f'11!m11 -= 
E1,.'t'f0np~ bon,,lT' hoU, rnu~:1, 
pl-." m \'\JUf au1u, h.~~t,,. ;•l.a1.c. 
E:trhmnr t1,!.:a:n I. , ,: , .;ar,.. , . 
J1Vl\L-a-.hn Ul.Jm,r,....,.i, .. ~, ... 
Motion Mug just $6.95 
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